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Bishop Richard Williamson 

  
The only sin that’s still left is NAZI SIN. That’s the new religion, and Hitler is the Devil. The Six 

Million are the Redeemer, which means that the Jewish people are God. That’s the religion of 

today, and that’s deadly, absolutely deadly. It’s got nothing to do with the Catholic faith except 

that it’s a clever imitation of the Catholic faith because you get Auschwitz instead of Golgatha 

and the Gas Chamber instead of the Cross. That’s deadly.  

But ask yourselves: What is the real religion of people today? What’s the real religion of the 

state today? Can I blaspheme our Lord Jesus Christ? Is anybody worried? No problem! 

Blaspheme as much as you like. Can I blaspheme against the Holocaust by saying that there 

were no gas chambers? Horror! Horror! Horror! Burn him at the stake! He’s a heretic. There 

you can see what is the real religion of the government today, of politics today and of the mass 

of people today. 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_cllmZQ_Z0A 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

The shut-up words:  

RACIST – SEXIST – ANTISEMITE – HOLOCAUST DENIER – NAZI 
________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

mailto:info@adelaideinstitute.org
http://www.adelaideinstitute.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_cllmZQ_Z0A
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Two Australian legal decisions on 4 November 2016 
1. NSW Court of Appeal Supreme Court: Toben v Nationwide News Pty Ltd [2016] NSWCA 296 

2. Federal Circuit Court of Australia–PRIOR v QUEENSLAND UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY & ORS[2016]FCCA 2853 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

THE NATION 

Judge dismisses case against QUT students over 18C 

 

 
HEDLEY THOMAS, National Chief Correspondent, 
Brisbane, The Australian, 12:00AM November 5, 

2016 
A judge has thrown out a racial hatred case brought 
against three university students from Queensland over 
Facebook posts, prompting a scathing rebuke of the 
Human Rights Commission and its president, Gillian 

Triggs. 
The students from the Queensland University of 
Technology have been released from the case, in 
which they were being sued for $250,000 in damages by 

indigenous QUT staffer Cindy Prior. Federal Circuit Court 
judge Michael Jarrett ruled late yesterday that they had 
no case to answer. 

Alex Wood, Jackson Powell and Calum Thwaites told The 
Weekend Australian they were “incredibly relieved” at the 
collapse of Ms Prior’s action under section 18C of the 
Racial Discrimination Act. 
But they said the experience — which had escalated 
since May 28, 2013, from a seemingly trivial incident at 

QUT to the Human Rights Commission and then the 
Federal Circuit Court — had caused them unnecessary 
stress and worry as they fought to clear their names and 
deny false accusations of racism, and even a connection 
to American white supremacist group the Ku Klux Klan. 
The students and their lawyers, Tony Morris QC and 

Michael Henry, issued a plea to politicians to uphold free 

speech by abolishing section 18C. They said the law was 
being used as a weapon to limit free speech and as a tool 
to extract money in a “legal shakedown” of people who 

preferred to pay confidential settlements rather  than risk 
a public fight to prove they were not racist. 

Other students accused of racism for their Facebook 
posts were dropped earlier from Ms Prior’s legal 
proceedings, run by Brisbane solicitor Susan Moriarty, 
after making confidential payments. Neither Ms Prior nor 
her solicitor was in court yesterday. 
Judge Jarrett comprehensively dismissed the proceedings 

against the three remaining students yesterday, 
effectively exonerating them of any wrongdoing. 
He ruled that Mr Wood had posted “an accurate 
statement of fact” when the student wrote on Facebook: 
“Just got kicked out of the unsigned indigenous computer 
room”. 
Judge Jarrett said it was “difficult to see how … that 

statement was likely to infringe the prescription of 
section 18C”. He ruled that Mr Wood had made a 

statement of opinion when he also posted on Facebook 
“QUT stopping segregation with segregation?” 

 
Gillian Triggs was heavily criticised after the ruling. 

Judge Jarrett said the sentences were a comment with 
racial undertones about QUT having a computer room 
“from which people who are not indigenous are excluded 

by reason of their race or ethnicity” — but he ruled it was 

not reasonably likely to offend, insult, humiliate or 
intimidate someone. “This is so because Mr Wood’s 
words were directed to QUT and its actions, and Mr 

https://jade.io/article/499268
https://theaustralianatnewscorpau.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/prior-v-queensland-university-of-technology-ors-no-2-2016-fcca-2853.pdf
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/the-nation/
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/author/Hedley+Thomas
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/higher-education/racial-stoush-erupts-over-qut-computer-lab/news-story/b80de339339f2d5588839ac06f3c8909
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/higher-education/racial-stoush-erupts-over-qut-computer-lab/news-story/b80de339339f2d5588839ac06f3c8909
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/higher-education/offer-to-drop-qut-race-slur-case-for-5000/news-story/2cd2f6b1598d776a49acd14ef2f9bcba
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/higher-education/offer-to-drop-qut-race-slur-case-for-5000/news-story/2cd2f6b1598d776a49acd14ef2f9bcba
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/higher-education/offer-to-drop-qut-race-slur-case-for-5000/news-story/2cd2f6b1598d776a49acd14ef2f9bcba
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Wood’s words were rallying against discrimination,’’ 
Judge Jarrett said. 

Mr Powell’s Facebook post — “I wonder where the white 
supremacist computer lab is” — was, Judge Jarrett 

found, a “poor attempt at humour” but incapable of 
being unlawful under section 18C. Judge Jarrett accepted 
that the third student, Mr Thwaites, had not posted the 
word “nigger”. Ms Prior had not produced any evidence 
to the contrary. 

Outside the Federal Circuit Court, Mr Morris launched a 
blistering attack on the human rights body and Professor 
Triggs for allowing the case to escalate. 
He said it was a tragedy for the students as it had 
exposed them to enormous strain. He said Ms Prior, who 
will be pursued for costs, was also a victim of what he 
described as the commission’s “incompetence” for its 

failure to throw the case out at an early stage. 
He said Professor Triggs drew a $400,000-plus salary but 
had failed to do her job, which was to inquire properly 

into 18C cases and dismiss them if they lacked 
substance. Mr Morris said Professor Triggs should have 
told Ms Prior and her legal team that their case was 

“completely hopeless’’. 
He said if Professor Triggs had “any decency” she would 
hand her resignation to Attorney-General George Brandis 
on Monday. 
Professor Triggs last night declined to respond to the 
criticisms but said that the human rights body “fully 
respects the decision” of the court. 
Read the judgment in full 

 
Cindy Prior said she feared physical assault after the 

Facebook posts. 

Mr Thwaites said: “I’m very happy and very relieved — 
this was a long time coming and now I want to get on 
with my study and my career and my life.” 
His mother, Tina Thwaites, said: “You would not believe 
the trauma he has been through with this. We are just so 

glad it’s over.” 
QUT vice-chancellor Peter Coaldrake said in a brief 
statement that the university was “pleased the matter is 

now resolved as far as the three students are concerned 

and regrets that the issue has taken so long to come to a 
conclusion for them”. Professor Coaldrake offered no 

comment on whether the university viewed section 18C 
as an impediment to free speech. 

Ms Prior could not be reached for comment. She had 
previously described feeling “at risk of imminent but 
unpredictable physical or verbal assault” after reading 
the Facebook posts. The former administrative officer at 
the university’s indigenous-only computer lab gave sworn 

evidence that she had “nightmares, fear and sweating”, 
and felt “unsafe and frightened to return to work”. 
Ms Prior, a member of the Noongar nation, said in an 
affidavit: “I could not understand how or why the 
students had not already been suspended or disciplined. 
I felt as though I had personally been found ridiculous for 
fearing physical assault and a KKK presence in the 

university. 
“I feel completely let down by all the people involved in 
this episode. It ended my career and my tertiary studies. 

“I was unwell for a very long time, unable to go outside 
my home, hospitalised for panic attacks and reduced to 
living off $450 a week for nearly two years. I am deeply 

disappointed that my private case has now become 
public, and I have been publicly vilified by people I don’t 
even know or who know me, or who don’t know the full 
story which led to the ending of my career at QUT.” 
The case, which grew into a test of the public’s view of 
the controversial section 18C of the Racial Discrimination 
Act, came before Judge Jarrett after it failed to resolve in 

the Human Rights Commission. The court heard that the 
Facebook posts could not possibly have caused “offence, 
insult, humiliation or intimidation which has profound and 
serious effects, not to be likened to mere slights”. 
Judge Jarrett was told by Mr Morris there was “nothing -

inherently offensive, insulting, humiliating or 
intimidating” about the words. 

Mr Wood, now an engineer, had started the Facebook 
conversation after he was ejected from the computer lab 
by Ms Prior because he was not indigenous. 

*** 
MORE:Anguish exquisite with 18C 

MORE:‘White lawyers’ behind complaint 
MORE:Legal service defends Leak case 
MORE:Section 18C fosters victimhood 

*** 
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/nation/judge-

dismisses-case-against-qut-students-over-18c/news-
story/cb6e6288f105f0820632733fd252d5fe 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
THE NATION 

Fredrick Toben denied day in court to deny Holocaust 
The NSW Court of Appeal has upheld an order permanently staying defamation proceedings by notorious 

historian Fredrick Toben in order to prevent him using the courts to espouse views on Jews and the 
Holocaust. 

 
CHRIS MERRITT,Legal Affairs Editor, Sydney, 

@ChrisMerrittc, The Australian, 12:00AM  
November 5, 2016 

The NSW Court of Appeal has upheld an order 

permanently staying defamation proceedings by 
notorious historian Fredrick Toben in order to prevent 
him using the courts to espouse banned views on Jews 

and the Holocaust. 

Dr Toben had sued Clive Mathieson, who was then editor 

of The Australian, senior reporter Christian Kerr and 
former Greens leader Christine Milne over a 2013 article 
that carried the headline: “Split in Greens over Holocaust 
denier.” 
Dr Toben had claimed the article defamed him by 
alleging he was a Holocaust denier and an anti-Semite. 
The Court of Appeal yesterday rejected his challenge to a 

permanent stay that had been imposed on his legal 
action in the Supreme Court. 
The Court of Appeal confirmed that the predominant 
purpose of his legal action had not been to restore 

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/higher-education/section-18c-teaching-cases-can-end-dreams/news-story/dee28734e8ead0efd89243ed4e471caf
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/higher-education/section-18c-teaching-cases-can-end-dreams/news-story/dee28734e8ead0efd89243ed4e471caf
https://theaustralianatnewscorpau.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/prior-v-queensland-university-of-technology-ors-no-2-2016-fcca-2853.pdf
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/higher-education/i-fear-for-my-safety-university-race-claimant-cindy-prior-tells/news-story/2a626662c2d79f6be62c3810a6ba5d12
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/higher-education/i-fear-for-my-safety-university-race-claimant-cindy-prior-tells/news-story/2a626662c2d79f6be62c3810a6ba5d12
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/higher-education/i-fear-for-my-safety-university-race-claimant-cindy-prior-tells/news-story/2a626662c2d79f6be62c3810a6ba5d12
http://cdn.newsapi.com.au/link/2c29cf65834337965cb184498b9475eb?domain=theaustralian.com.au
http://cdn.newsapi.com.au/link/72c50d424a5524d204895d3d22dc73e4?domain=theaustralian.com.au
http://cdn.newsapi.com.au/link/9910d8d8a7575efede6847b15a150d88?domain=theaustralian.com.au
http://cdn.newsapi.com.au/link/d3b5cecf67d3415f230933d76a984ddc?domain=theaustralian.com.au
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/nation/judge-dismisses-case-against-qut-students-over-18c/news-story/cb6e6288f105f0820632733fd252d5fe
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/nation/judge-dismisses-case-against-qut-students-over-18c/news-story/cb6e6288f105f0820632733fd252d5fe
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/nation/judge-dismisses-case-against-qut-students-over-18c/news-story/cb6e6288f105f0820632733fd252d5fe
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/the-nation/
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/author/Chris+Merritt
http://twitter.com/ChrisMerrittc
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damage to his reputation, but to use the privileged forum 
of the Supreme Court to espouse banned views about 

Jews and the Holocaust. 
The Court of Appeal’s ruling comes after a litigation 

marathon that started 16 years ago and led to Dr Toben 
being jailed in 2009 for contempt of court. He served 
three months for defying Federal Court orders to remove 
material from the internet and not to publish material 
that says there are doubts about the Holocaust and that 

Jews are of limited intelligence if they are offended by 
Holocaust denial. 
The Court of Appeal unanimously agreed with the finding 
by judge Lucy McCallum that Dr Toben did not have the 
“least interest” in vindicating his reputation and wanted 
to use the defamation case to create a written record of 
his views. 

Judge Julie Ward said Dr Toben, while accepting that the 
Holocaust occurred, also accepts that he has denied the 
Holocaust involved the murder of six million Jews in gas 

chambers. 
“He cannot possibly find it offensive to be called 
something that he has seemingly been happy to label 

himself as,” the judgment says. 
Dr Toben had wanted Mathieson and the other parties to 
prove that the Holocaust involved the murder of six 
million Jews. This would have cost News Corp Australia, 
publisher of The Australian, up to $1,030,000, according 
to evidence in the Supreme Court. 

*The Judgment at: https://jade.io/article/499268  

*http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/nation/fredric
k-toben-denied-day-in-court-to-deny-holocaust/news-
story/21f43a16c52ed6e5fb73e8d48bcea22f  

------------------------------------------------------- 

Tuesday, November 08, 2016 

NEWS FEED COMMENTS DONATE TO J-WIRE 

J-Wire 
Digital Jewish news daily for Australia and 

New Zealand 

Toben refused his day in court 
November 7, 2016 by J-Wire 

Dr Fredrick Toben has been prevented using the courts 
as an outlet for his views on Jews and the Holocaust. 

 
Fredrick Toben 

The Australian reported that Dr Toben had sued its 
former editor Clive Mathieson, senior reporter Christian 

Kerr and Christine Milne who had been the leader of the 
Greens when the paper carried a headline stating “Split 
in Greens over Holocaust denier”. 

The paper reported: “Dr Toben had claimed the article 
defamed him by alleging he was a Holocaust denier and 
an anti-Semite. The Court of Appeal yesterday rejected 
his challenge to a permanent stay that had been imposed 

on his legal action in the Supreme Court.” 
It further published that “The Court of Appeal further 
found that many people would conclude that Toben’s 
writings are “openly antisemitic” and that “his reputation 
could not be sullied beyond that which he has himself 
achieved by those writings. “ 

The Executive Council of Australian Jewry president 
Robert Goot and executive director Peter Wertheim: “The 
decision by the Court of Appeal affirmed the findings of 
the primary judge that Toben was engaged in a “cynical 
misuse of the process of the court” aimed at using the 

court to “assert the very views … with which he claims to 
have been defamed.”. 

Toben has for many years sought to use the field of 
history, the legal system and his own “Institute” to 
give the appearance of legitimacy to his work. No 
one is fooled. This decision once again affirms that 
as far as the Holocaust is concerned, the only work 
in which Toben is engaged is the peddling of lies 
and hatred.” 

http://www.jwire.com.au/toben-refused-day-
court/  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

THE NATION 

18C complainant ‘terrified to come back’ to Australia 
The Australian, 12:00AM November 5, 2016

 

Melissa Dinnison and her partner Karl Schatke. 

 Picture: Instagram. 

 
ANDREW BURRELL, WA Chief Reporter, Perth, 

@AndrewBurrell7 

 
VICTORIA LAURIE, Reporter, Perth 

The young woman whose complaint about a Bill Leak 

cartoon in The Australiantriggered an investigation under 

https://jade.io/article/499268
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/nation/fredrick-toben-denied-day-in-court-to-deny-holocaust/news-story/21f43a16c52ed6e5fb73e8d48bcea22f
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/nation/fredrick-toben-denied-day-in-court-to-deny-holocaust/news-story/21f43a16c52ed6e5fb73e8d48bcea22f
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/nation/fredrick-toben-denied-day-in-court-to-deny-holocaust/news-story/21f43a16c52ed6e5fb73e8d48bcea22f
http://www.jwire.com.au/feed/rss/
http://www.jwire.com.au/feed/rss/
http://www.jwire.com.au/comments/feed/
http://www.jwire.com.au/comments/feed/
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_donations&business=donate%40jwire%2ecom%2eau&lc=US&item_name=Donate%20to%20Jwire&no_note=0&currency_code=AUD&bn=PP%2dDonationsBF%3abtn_donateCC_LG%2egif%3aNonHostedGuest
http://www.jwire.com.au/
http://www.jwire.com.au/toben-refused-day-court/
http://www.jwire.com.au/toben-refused-day-court/
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/the-nation/
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/author/Andrew+Burrell
http://twitter.com/AndrewBurrell7
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/author/Victoria+Laurie
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section 18C of the Racial Discrimination Act says she is 
“terrified” to return to Australia because of racism. 

Melissa Dinnison, who until recently lived in Perth, made 
an online complaint to the Human Rights Commission in 

August claiming she had “experienced racial hatred” and 
been “discriminated against because of my race” as a 
result of the cartoon. 
Attempts to contact Ms Dinnison have been unsuccessful. 
She is believed to be holidaying in Germany with 

boyfriend, Karl Schatke, a casual IT worker at Perth’s 
Curtin University who volunteered for the Greens during 
this year’s federal election campaign. 
Her family and friends would not talk to The Weekend -
Australian, which has tried repeatedly over several weeks 
to contact Ms Dinnison. 
In Facebook posts, she identified as “a light-skinned 

indigenous person”. Writing under the pseudonym 
Melissa Rose on August 30, she described the Leak 
cartoon as “disgusting”. 

The cartoon depicted an indigenous police officer 
presenting a youth to his father in an outback setting and 
saying: “You’ll have to sit down and talk to your son 

about personal responsibility.” The father replies: “Yeah 
righto, what’s his name then?” 
The cartoon’s critics have described Leak’s work as a 
racist and hateful smear of indigenous parents, but The 
Australian has defended the cartoon, arguing it is 
indisputable that serious child welfare issues in remote 
indigenous communities are often the result of absent or 

neglectful parents 
Ms Dinnison said on Facebook she was also upset with 
media coverage of the racial tensions in the WA town of 
Kalgoorlie sparked by the death of 14-year-old Aboriginal 
boy Elijah Doughty in August. “A little boy has been 

(killed) and the media representation is focused on ‘racial 
tension’ not the murder itself,” she wrote. 

“Look at what we have become. I am terrified to come 
back. Just keep telling yourself that there’s racism in our 
communities and everyone should get over it. Our babies 
are dying for your right to pretend this isn’t happening.” 
Her friends have confirmed Ms Dinnison uses the name 
“Melissa Rose” on Facebook. 

She posted on August 30: “Every time someone stops 
listening to how the indigenous community feels about 
something and starts giving their bias (sic) opinion on 
race relations in Australia, little bits of dignity and pride 
get lost. Soon you realise that years of blackface, and 

‘boong’ and ‘abo’ and ‘centrelink cheat’ slurs have made 
you angry and empty and devoid of personhood.” 

Ms Dinnison’s family home is in a semi-rural outer 
suburb of Perth. Set back from the road with a paddock 

in front, the modest house is undergoing repairs for 
storm damage on the roof. Small crosses along the drive 
mark the graves of family pets, and several dogs mill 
around. A sign on an inner perimeter gate is a reminder 
that vehicles will be checked for weapons and alcohol. 

When The Weekend Australian visited the home seeking 
comment from Ms Dinnison, a man believed to be her 
father approached. Informed of the reason for the visit, 
he told the reporter to leave and said: “No comment, 
that’s all we’ve been told to say.” 
Asked if Ms Dinnison would make a statement about her 
complaint, he said: “She’ll talk when she’s ready.” The 

Weekend Australian also asked a woman believed to be 
Ms Dinnison’s mother, Shiralee, if her daughter would 
discuss her complaint. She replied: “It’s a private thing.” 

The couple declined to identify themselves. A neighbour 
confirmed the house’s occupants were Ms Dinnison’s 
parents. 

Human Rights Commission president Gillian Triggs’s 
delegate Jodie Ball has written to The 
Australian’s lawyers to advise that Ms Dinnison’s 
allegations of racial hatred under the Racial 
Discrimination Act would be investigated. 
The complaint states: “The Australian newspaper has 
published and endorsed a cartoon depicting racial 

discrimination, racial profiling, and racially offensive 
material. 
“A series of cartoons illustrate hateful and derogatory 
material specifically relating to indigenous Australians, 
their relationships with their children, alcoholism and 

domestic violence.” 
Ms Dinnison cites section 18C, which makes an act 

unlawful that “is reasonably likely, in all circumstances, 
to offend, insult, humiliate or intimidate another person 
or a group of people; and the act is done because of the 
race, colour or national or ethnic origin of the other 
person ... ” 
The Human Rights Commission has advised The 

Australian that “sections 18C, 18D and 18E of the Racial 
Discrimination Act appear relevant to the complaint”. 
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/nation/1
8ccomplainantterrifiedtocomebacktoaustralia/new
sstory/212270466856d674e2ebbc155420aa07  

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Gun seized over anti-Semitic views 
JOSHUA LEVI, The Australian Jewish News, October 27, 2016 

 
Victorian man Michael Mazur had his firearm licence 

cancelled and his gun seized by police on account of his 
extreme anti-Semitic views. 

A VICTORIAN man who claims Israel was behind the two World 
Wars, a number of global terror attacks and Islamic State, and 
that Jews were key players in the slave trade has lost his appeal 

to have his firearms licence reinstated. 
Michael Mazur had his gun taken away by police earlier this year 
on account of his extreme anti-Semitic views. 
The 72-year-old who also writes regularly in the newsletter of 
the Adelaide Institute, founded by Holocaust denier Frederick 

Toben, has claimed Israel was responsible for the Bali bombings 
in 2002 when 202 people were killed and the Port Arthur 
massacre in 1996 when 35 people were killed. 
He also said that Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull was “under 
orders from Israel to disarm Australian (sic) so that Muslims can 
get guns from Israel and exterminate all Anglo-European 

Australians”. 
Mazur claimed that during Operation Protective Edge in 2014, 
when more than 2000 rockets were fired from the Gaza Strip at 
Israel, there were in fact no rockets fired. 
“The Iron Dome was not used at all during your Operation 
Protective Edge for the reason that there were NO rockets out of 
Gaza,” he posted on Facebook. 
And he claimed that Hamas was “founded by Israel in 1975 … to 
ensure that Hamas never had any rockets to launch on Israel”. 
He went on to say that there was no Hamas military activity and 
that Israel fabricated footage because he says there is no vision 
of impact from the Hamas rockets. 

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/nation/18ccomplainantterrifiedtocomebacktoaustralia/newsstory/212270466856d674e2ebbc155420aa07
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/nation/18ccomplainantterrifiedtocomebacktoaustralia/newsstory/212270466856d674e2ebbc155420aa07
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/nation/18ccomplainantterrifiedtocomebacktoaustralia/newsstory/212270466856d674e2ebbc155420aa07
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“Just somebody having messed up a room, or having dug a 
small hole in the road surface, or having dishevelled the ceiling 
structures of a sinagogue (sic) – but somehow the roof is 
intact.” 
Writing in an Adelaide Institute newsletter last year, Mazur 
claimed, “there were more Jews worldwide after 1945 than 
there were before 1939”, and that “nearly all the slave ships 
plying the Transatlantic slave trade were Jew owned”. 
Mazur, who is not considered a direct threat, had his gun licence 
taken from him and then appealed to the Victorian Civil and 
Administrative Tribunal (VCAT). 

VCAT member Elisabeth Wentworth noted that Mazur refused to 
undertake a mental health check and she was not satisfied that 
he was a fit and proper person to hold a licence. 
Mazur told Fairfax this week that there was no reason to 
persecute him. 
“I am not threatening anyone,” he told Fairfax . 
When Mazur was interviewed by the Australian Federal Police he 
stood by his extreme views. 
https://www.jewishnews.net.au/gun-seized-anti-
semitic-views/56310  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Danby slams Hadassah, denies boycott call 
JOSHUA LEVI, October 28, 2016 

 
Melbourne Ports MP Michael Danby. Photo: Peter Haskin 
PEOPLE have told Hadassah they will not be attending its oration 
with Tim Costello next week in response to federal MP Michael 
Danby’s attack on the organisation for hosting the World Vision 
Australia CEO as a guest speaker. 
Firing a volley of shots over the past month, Danby last week 
took out an advertisement in The AJN in which he noted the 
current charges against World Vision’s Gaza director Mohammed 
El Halabi for being “a secret member of Hamas and for diverting 
Australian foreign aid”. 
“While this Hamas/World Vision trial is in process, it is disturbing 
that a local meeting is taking place to promote the contentious 
Hadassah/World Vision relationship,” he said. 
Danby continued his attack in a  two-page letter sent to his 

Melbourne Ports constituents. 
“At a time when one of its senior managers stands accused of 

engineering and concealing – for years – a massive diversion of 
funds to the Hamas terror organisation that has cost Israeli 
lives, this is not the right moment for a local communal 
organisation to promote the interests of World Vision. 
“Nor is it a time for public apologia concerning what World 
Vision has been doing in Gaza.” 
And when speaking to The AJN this week, Danby personally 
attacked Costello. “I have called on the Reverend Tim Costello 

to stop whinging to Labor leaders about people who are critics of 
World Vision’s role,” he said. “Rather, he should address the 
issue of World Vision’s anti-Israel culture, as outlined by Rabbi  
[James] Kennard last month”. 
Writing in The AJN, Rabbi Kennard noted that while Costello is 
often critical of the Israeli government and the IDF, he is silent 
when it comes to terror attacks on Israelis. 
“Again, I remind all Australians that the issue is of their [World 
Vision’s] unwitting involvement with Hamas, an organisation 
which is officially classified by the Australian Parliament as a 
terrorist organisation,” Danby said. 
Hadassah board member Michael Krape told The AJN this week 
that people have interpreted Danby’s attacks as a call for a 
boycott of Wednesday’s function and that a number have now 
said they won’t be attending. “In almost every case it’s the 
result of what Michael has been saying,” Krape said. 
Writing in this week’s AJN, Krape noted that Hadassah Australia 
invited Costello to deliver the oration in February, well before 
news of the Gaza accusations became public. 
Amid claims he is encouraging members of the community to 
boycott the event, Danby told The AJN,  “I don’t support 
boycotts. I don’t support a boycott of World Vision’s meeting in 
Caulfield. As I said, ‘they are entitled in a free country like 
Australia to meet, whenever, and wherever they like’. 
“It is also my responsibility representing a consensus of citizens 
concerned about the misuse of Australian taxpayers’ money, 
and I question the wisdom of holding such a meeting, and it’s 
unwise timing, just before the World Vision director in Gaza … 
faces his day in open court.” 
https://www.jewishnews.net.au/danby-slams-hadassah-
denies-boycott-call/56334 

 

https://www.jewishnews.net.au/gun-seized-anti-semitic-views/56310
https://www.jewishnews.net.au/gun-seized-anti-semitic-views/56310
https://www.jewishnews.net.au/danby-slams-hadassah-denies-boycott-call/56334
https://www.jewishnews.net.au/danby-slams-hadassah-denies-boycott-call/56334
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Heiliges Reich - Germania fügt sich nie 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rFKuV_8JZ9Y 
********************************************* 

Heiliges Reich - Heiliges Reich 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z5mxhRj45RU 

 
Thomas Paul Moser - Im Tagi von Zürich 

http://www.tagesanzeiger.ch/ 

 

Rock, Faustschläge und patriotische Tendenzen 
 

Kevin G. ist langjähriger Sänger der Schweizer Band Amok, die am Neonazi-Treffen in Unterwasser auf der Bühne 
stand. Wie gefährlich ist der bekannte Rechtsradikale? 

Mitarbeit: Fabian Eberhard, Tages-Anzeiger, 4. November 2106 

http://i66.tinypic.com/2z5oyaa.jpg  
Der gelernte Metzger Kevin G. sagt, die Ausländerkriminalität 
mache ihm Sorgen. 
Im Telefonbuch ist er nicht zu finden. Auf eine Kontaktanfrage, 
hinterlassen im Briefkasten, folgt keine Reaktion. Sein Bruder 
schreibt auf eine Nachricht nicht zurück, und seine Mutter sagt 
über die Gegensprechanlage eines Hombrechtiker Wohnblocks, 
sie habe kein Interesse, den Medien Auskunft zu geben. Dann, 
drei Tage später, trifft eine E-Mail ein: «Senden Sie mir Ihre 
Fragen. Kevin G.» 
Diese türmen sich – spätestens seit dem 15. Oktober: An jenem 
Samstag trafen sich in Unterwasser im Toggenburg rund 5000 
Rechtsextreme zu einem Konzert. Auf dem Flyer waren drei 
deutsche Bands angekündigt. Und eine aus der Schweiz: Amok. 
Mitgründer und langjähriger Sänger der Gruppe ist Kevin G. 
Auf Aufnahmen der Band singt er Textzeilen wie «Ihr linken 
Fotzen! Ihr linken Fotzen! Bei eurem Anblick kann man ja nur 
kotzen!», die Amok-Alben heissen «Verbotene Wahrheit», «Kraft 
aus dem Herzen» und «das Lumpenpack von Bern». Ebenso 
wird er in der Presse mit zwei Musikprojekten namens 
«Erschiessungskommando» und «Mordkommando» in 
Verbindung gebracht, deren Texte Morddrohungen gegenüber 
Zürcher Juden und Stadtpräsidentin Corine Mauch (SP) 
enthalten. Ob es Kevin G. ist, der «Bomben auf Wiedikon!» ins 

Mikrofon brüllt, ist nicht geklärt. Es gibt zwei Indizien: die 
Ähnlichkeit der Stimmen und einen Kommentar auf der 
Rechtsrock-Plattform 88nsm.com, der die Projekte miteinander 
in Verbindung bringt. 
 
In einer Antwort schreibt Kevin G., er habe Amok «schon vor 
vielen Monaten verlassen» und mache «auch sonst keine Musik 
mehr». Mit den anderen Projekten habe er «nichts zu tun». Am 

Anlass in Unterwasser sei er nicht dabei gewesen, «ich kann 
deshalb auch nicht sagen, was für Ansichten an dieser 
Veranstaltung vertreten wurden». Zu seiner eigenen 
Weltanschauung sagt er: «Wenn es heute als rechtsradikal gilt, 
dass man sein Heimatland liebt und sich Sorgen betr. 
Masseneinwanderung, Asylpolitik und Ausländerkriminalität 
macht. Ja dann gelte ich in den Medien wohl als rechtsradikal.» 
Die Antworten verschickte er von der Adresse 
amok_info@*****.com. 

Schlägereien an der Chilbi 
Es gibt keinen Beleg dafür, dass Kevin G. in Unterwasser auf der 
Bühne stand. Fakt ist, dass er als Amok-Frontmann zu einer 
bekannten Figur der Schweizer Rechtsextremen geworden ist. 
Wer ist der 28-Jährige? Wie gefährlich ist er? Und wo kommt 
sein Gedankengut her? Um diese Fragen zu beantworten, hat 
der TA mit einer Reihe von Personen gesprochen, die ihn 
kennen. 
Kevin G. wuchs in Hombrechtikon auf, einer 8600-Einwohner-
Gemeinde im Zürcher Oberland. Von 1999 bis 2003 besuchte er 
dort die Oberstufe. Damals seien sein älterer Bruder und er in 
die rechtsextreme Szene eingetaucht, sagt Lothar Janssen. Der 
Psychotherapeut leitet die Beratungs- und Präventionsstelle der 
Schule Hombrechtikon. «Kevin war nicht ohne seinen Bruder 

vorstellbar», sagt Janssen. Der Ältere habe den Jüngeren 
mitgezogen, die beiden hätten sich selbst gern als Opfer von 
ausländischen Mitschülern inszeniert. In Wahrheit war es oft 
umgekehrt, bei einer Prügelei ging laut Janssen das 
Schlüsselbein eines Jungen zu Bruch. 
Nach der Jahrtausendwende keimte in Hombrechtikon eine 
rechtsradikale Szene. An der Chilbi gab es Schlägereien, an 
denen sich auch auswärtige Rechtsextreme beteiligten. Bei einer 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rFKuV_8JZ9Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z5mxhRj45RU
http://www.tagesanzeiger.ch/
http://i66.tinypic.com/2z5oyaa.jpg
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Veranstaltung an der Schule zum Thema «Wie geht es euch an 
der Oberstufe?» verlas eine Gruppe um Kevin G. und seinen 
Bruder auf dem Podium eine Art Manifest. «Da waren eindeutige 
Tendenzen zu hören, die Lehrerschaft war entsprechend 
geschockt», erinnert sich Janssen. G. sagt, es sei schon möglich, 
dass er damals «patriotische Tendenzen» vertreten habe. 

Attacke gegen einen Polizisten 
Nach der Schule begannen beide Brüder eine Lehre als Metzger 
im Zürcher Oberland. In diese Zeit fällt der erste bekannte 
Auftritt von Amok: im September 2005 im Wallis, an einer 
Gedenkfeier für den Gründer des internationalen Skinhead-
Netzwerks Blood & Honour. G. war damals 17-jährig. Die 

Vorliebe für Musik hing eng mit den Böhsen Onkelz zusammen, 
im Jugendtreff sang er ganze Alben der Deutschrockband mit. 
Psychologe Janssen nennt die Onkelz eine «klassische 
Einstiegsdroge» in die rechte Szene. G. schreibt, sein 
Musikgeschmack sei «vielfältig». Ein weiteres Puzzlestück ist das 
Blood-&-Honour-Netz, in das die Brüder eintraten. «Dort fanden 
sie Kameradschaft», sagt Janssen. Die beiden waren bei der 
Mutter aufgewachsen. Der Vater fehlte. 
Mit 20 Jahren war Kevin G. eine Grösse in der Szene, knüpfte 
Kontakte ins Ausland. Als 2007 in Glarus eine Gruppe 
Rechtsextremer eine bewilligte Juso-Demo angriff, war er vorne 
mit dabei – und versetzte einem Polizisten einen Faustschlag. 
Dafür verurteilte ihn der Verhörrichter in Glarus zu 180 
Tagessätzen à 80 Franken bedingt. 
G. gab damals zu Protokoll, er sei «zufällig auf andere 
gleichgesinnte Kollegen getroffen» und habe «einfach mal mit 
den Juso-Leuten reden wollen». Als ein Polizist einen 
Pfefferspray gegen ihn einsetzte, habe er um sich geschlagen 
und dabei wohl den Beamten getroffen. 
Im selben Jahr erschien «Verbotene Wahrheit», das Amok-
Debütalbum. Auf der CD war ein Lied zu finden, in dem der 
Journalist Hans Stutz attackiert wurde, der sich auf 
Rechtsextremismus spezialisiert hatte: «Hans Stutz / hast du es 
gecheckt / du musst dich nicht verwundern / wenn einst ein 
Messer in deinem Rücken steckt», lautet eine Textpassage. 
Stutz, der bereits über Amok recherchiert hatte, reichte 
Strafanzeige ein. Die Polizei installierte eine versteckte Kamera 
vor dem Proberaum der Band und beschlagnahmte ein 
Textbuch, in dem die kompromittierenden Passagen fein 
säuberlich aufgeschrieben waren. Nach über zweijährigen 
Ermittlungen verurteilte die Luzerner Justiz Kevin G. wegen 
Rassendiskriminierung und öffentlicher Aufforderung zu 
Verbrechen oder Gewalt. Dazu kam das unsachgemässe 
Aufbewahren einer Gaspistole. Dafür erhielt er eine Geldstrafe 
von 3600 Franken, diesmal unbedingt. 
Die Geschichte blieb nicht der einzige Fall von 
Rassendiskriminierungs-Vorwürfen. Am 4. Juli 2015 traf eine 
Gruppe Neonazis in Zürich-Wiedikon auf einen orthodoxen 

Juden. Kevin G. habe als Rädelsführer der 20-köpfigen Gruppe 
den Mann als «Scheissjuden» beschimpft und ihm ins Gesicht 
gespuckt, berichtete die «SonntagsZeitung». Zeugen hätten die 
Attacke bestätigt. Kevin G. bestreitet die Vorwürfe. Laut einer 
Person aus seinem Umfeld verteidigt er sich damit, er sei im 
entscheidenden Moment bereits im Taxi gesessen. 
Die zuständige Staatsanwältin sagt dazu nichts. Sie bestätigt 
nur, dass Ermittlungen bis heute andauern. 
Die Staatsanwältin hat wohl auch ein St. Galler Strafdossier zur 
Einsicht angefordert. Am 20. Juni 2013 fällte in Uznach das 
Kreisgericht See-Gaster ein Urteil gegen zwei Rechtsradikale. 
Ein Reporter der «Südostschweiz» fasste zusammen: «Ihre 

Haare sind kurz rasiert. Die muskulösen Arme tätowiert. Sie 
tragen schwarze Ledergilets. Auf ihnen prangt das Emblem des 
rechtsextremen Netzwerks Blood and Honour.» 

Ein Jahr Gefängnis 
Einer der beiden war Kevin G., wie der Leitende St. Galler 
Staatsanwalt Thomas Weltert dem TA bestätigt. Laut der 
damaligen Berichterstattung verprügelten die beiden 2012 in der 
Boomerang-Bar in Jona einen betrunkenen Provokateur. G. 
schlug ihm einen Keramik-Aschenbecher ins Gesicht, der 
zerbrach. Als der Mann am Boden lag, traten sie weiter auf ihn 
ein. Der damals 35-Jährige erlitt einen doppelten 
Nasenbeinbruch sowie Quetschungen an Stirn und Brustkorb. 
Die Anklage dokumentierte zwei weitere Gewaltausbrüche von 
G.: An der Hombrechtiker Chilbi 2012 schlug er einem Gegner 
einen Zahn aus, und an der Zürcher-Oberland-Messe 2011 
schlug er eine betrunkene Frau bewusstlos, die ihm ein Getränk 
über den Kopf geschüttet hatte. 
Das Kreisgericht verurteilte ihn unter anderem wegen 
mehrfacher Körperverletzung zu 30 Monaten Gefängnis, davon 
12 Monate unbedingt. G. sagt, seine Vorstrafen seien «Jahre 
her» und müssten «nicht weiters diskutiert werden». 
Seinen Job in einer Metzgerei im Zürcher Oberland verlor er 
dennoch nicht. Aus seinem Umfeld heisst es, der Arbeitgeber 
wisse von den Vorfällen und von Amok, wolle ihm aber eine 
letzte Chance geben, sein Leben in den Griff zu bekommen. 
Gleichzeitig sagen Quellen, G. habe zwei Gesichter: Bei der 
Arbeit sei er fleissig und pünktlich, mit ausländischen 
Mitarbeitern komme er gut aus. Gleichzeitig halte er eisern an 
seinen radikalen Ansichten und an Amok fest. «Für mich ist das 
unverständlich», sagt jemand, der ihn seit Jahren kennt. Der 
grosse Bruder habe ja auch «geruhigt». 
Für Lothar Janssen ist der Fall klar – Kevin G. habe sich längst 
von seinem Bruder emanzipiert: «Der Ältere ist nach meinem 
Wissensstand nicht mehr aktiv. Kevin aber ist aufgestiegen. Er 
ist ein Star in der Szene, er hat Fame», sagt der Psychologe. 
«Darauf will er nicht verzichten.» Und das mache ihn gefährlich. 
http://www.tagesanzeiger.ch/schweiz/standard/rockfau
stschlaegeundpatriotischetendenzen/story/22360860 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Remember Martin Heidegger’s statement about Jews? 
The Jews, with their marked gift for calculating,  

live, already for the longest time, according to the principle of race,  
which is why they are resisting its consistent application with utmost violence. 

----------------------------------------------- 

Jacqueline Berger:  

Was ist ein Jude? 
Hervé Ryssen wurde sagen, dass mann Jude durch erblichkeit, 
durch Blutverwandschaft wird. 
Ist dieses ausreichend, um den ihren Karakter zu erklären ? Den 
Ihr Ausseres kann unterschiedlich sein : es gibt blonde, 
dunkelhaarige Juden usw... Alle Völker im laufe der Geschichte 
haben die Juden missachtet, misstraut. 
Schauen wir uns die Bible an. In der Schöpfungsgeschichte (17 
von 10 bis 15) : « Hier finden Sie was Yahvé zu Abraham, der 
Stammvater des Judischen Volk, sagt : « Und hier ist meine 
Allianz die zwischen ich und euch beachtet wird, das heisst deine 
Race nach deine : dass alle eure Männer beschnitten werden. 
Ihr wird eure Vorhaut beschneiden und es wird das Zeichen 
unsere Allianz zwischen ich und euch sein. Wenn die 8 Tage alt 
sind, aller eure männliche Wesen von Generation zu Generation 
(…) Meine Allianz wird in euren Fleich markiert wie eine ewige 
Allianz. Der Unbeschnittener, der Mann von denen mann nich 

das Fleisch der Vorhaut abgeschnitten hat, dieses Lebewesen, 
wird abgelehnt : er hat meine Allianz geschändet ». 
Alle Juden, ausser seltene Ausnahmen, sind beschnitten. 
Beschnitten am achten Tag. 
Wir haben Unrecht diese Verkündung nicht ernst zu nehmen. Sie 
stammt von Yahvé, der Gott der Juden, an denen die völlig 
unterliegen. Ausserdem, sind die Hinweise sehr klar : die 
Beschneidung muss am achten Tag stattfinden. 
Ich habe dieses durch meinen Judischen Freund, Roger 
Donmergue Polacco de Menasce, Lehrer in der Universität von 
Paris als Endokrinologe erfahren. Roger wurde nicht am achten 
Tag beschneidet. Aufgrund einer Phimose. Er wurde an der 
zweiten Pubertät geschnitten. 
Denn es existiert, der Endokrilogen nach, eine erste Pubertät die 
am achten Tag nach der Geburt stattfindet. 
Und dieses ist äusserst wichtig. 

http://www.tagesanzeiger.ch/schweiz/standard/rockfaustschlaegeundpatriotischetendenzen/story/22360860
http://www.tagesanzeiger.ch/schweiz/standard/rockfaustschlaegeundpatriotischetendenzen/story/22360860
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Wir erfahren, dass das Hormonsystem des Menschens das 
neuro-Gehirn System vorangeht. Es ist tatsächlich die 
wissenschaftlichen Entdeckung die von Dr Jean Gauthier 
ausgeführt wurde. 
Das Drüsensystem enthält : die Schilddrüse, die Hypophyse, die 
Nebennieren, die Entzeugungsgenital und letzt endlich die 
Interstitiellegenital. 
Diese Drüsen fängen am achten Tag nach der Geburt an zu 
funktionniert. Es ist eine erste Pubertät (die zweite wird 
während der Adoleszenz stattfinden). 
Die Hormonen spielen eine beträchtliche Rolle im funktionnieren 
der Cerebrale Sphere. Sie spielen auch eine wichtige Rolle  in 

alle Handlung der Existenz. Die Ideen diktieren uns scheinbar 
unseres Verhalten, aber es sind fast immer unsere 
physiologischen Impulsionen die sie wecken. 
Die Ideen entstehen somit durch unsere Cerebralen Eindrücke, 
die durch die Gefülle des Reellen entstehen und die deren 
Darstellungen sind (…). Die sekretion die an unsere Gefülle  
diese mächtige Arbeit des Intellektuelle Erstellung übertragt, ist  
eigentlich nur die Interstitielle Genital Drüse die auf dem Gehirn 
wirkt, Hormone die bei den Geist Erkrängten hauptsächlig fehlt 
und die Erfüllung absolut unmöglich macht diese Ausarbeitung 
durchzuführen. Festzustellen ist also, dass unsere 
endokrinologischen Sekretionen unsere emotionnellen Zustände 
beeinflüssen, die eine intime Verbindung zwischen den 
organischen Zustand, die Ideation und intellektuellen 
Möglichkeiten erstellt. (Idem - siehe seite 109) 
Die sexuellen Hormonen haben einen vorragenden Einfluss über 
die Persönnlichkeit, ob über moralische weder noch intellektuelle 
Ebene. 
Schauen wir uns mal im Grobe die Qualitäten des Genital 
sexuellen Typ an «Reproduktionstyp» : dieserTyp kann ein sehr 
brillianten Schüller sein, der ein sehr gutes Studium durchführt, 

da er über einen guten Gedächtniss und Sensibilität verfügt. Er 
kann aber auch eine sehr mittelmäsige Intelligenz haben. Der 
Hyper Genital Typ kann dagegen viele Qualitätsmangel haben : 
Kämpferisch, mit gewisser Überheblichkeit, fehlende Moral und 
Glaube, mit Sex überwiegend beschäftigt. Er kann ein Künstler 
werden aber ohne Ideal und Spirituellen Werte, mit dagegen 
überwiegende materialistischen Tendenzen » (Seite 177). 
Hingegend ist der Interstitielle Endokrin Typ im Wiederstand mit 
dem Genital Typ. Die qualitäten des Interstitiellen Typ oder ( 
intern Genital  Typ) sind sehr gross : er ist nett, grosszügig, 
hilfsbereit, mit einem sehr entwickelten moralischem Sinn (idem 
Seite 177). 

« Der interstitiel Genital Typ, das heisst der Mensch der eine 
somatische, physiologische und über einen Gehirn mit eine sehr 
starke interstitielle Sekretion belebt ist, ist sehr selten. Es 
handelt sich dann um einen Genie. Seine Qualitäten sind : die 
Aufmerksamkeit : es ist die Qualität die uns erlaubt  ganz 
unvoreingenommen genau zu untersuchen was uns anwiedert 
oder die Ablehnung Fähigkeit das zu ablehnen  was unserem 
Geist gefällt was aber inexakt oder immoral ist. Der 
Willenstärke. Als letztes der moralischer Sinn : Altruismos, Güte, 
Grosszügigkeit, Opfergeist, wissenschaftliche noch 
metaphysische Rechtschaffenheit im Intellektuelle Ordnung » . 
(…) 
« Wir wissen auch, dass der Verlusst dieser Qualitäten die 
Demenz karakterisiert. » (Seite 178) 
Ich bin bereit zu wetten, dass die wenigen judische 
Revisionnisten – wie mein Freund Roger – die Beschneidung des 
achten Tages nicht erdulden mussten. 
Ob es mein Freund Ryssen gefällt oder nicht, gehorschen die 
judischen Frauen Ihrer Männer und erleiden das Resultat der 
Blutverwandschaft und der Erblichkeit. Dieses entfernt nicht das 
tödliche Effekt der Beschneidung der Männer. 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

Mr. Wallenberg, a Swedish diplomat who saved thousands of Jews from the Nazis, disappeared near 

Budapest in 1945. He was probably killed by Soviet agents. 

http://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/01/world/europe/71-years-after-he-vanished-raoul-wallenberg-is-declared-

dead.html?smprod=nytcore-iphone&smid=nytcore-iphone-share 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

From: Leonhard Schmitz Leonhard-Schmitz@web.de  

Sent: Tuesday, 8 November 2016 9:07 PM 

Subject: Der Gegenpart dazu ist die städtische Multikulti-Globalisierung.Am Meinungs- PRANGER 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RmRperFgMjY 

Manchmal frage ich mich, wann die Grenzen der Diffamierung 
erreicht sind. Doch offensichtlich ist hier noch längst nicht alles 
ausgeschöpft. 
Vor ein paar Tagen stieß ich zum ersten Mal auf den Begriff 
"Völkische Siedler". Der war mir bis dato völlig unbekannt. 
Draufgebracht hat mich ein Video vom mdr, wo die Amadeu-
Antonio-Stiftung (nachfolgend AAS genannt) mal wieder 
glanzvolle Hetze betreibt. 
Was die AAS über eine Studie mal wieder verbreitet, lässt mir 
die Haare zu Berge stehen. 
Gegenstand dieser breitgestreuten Diffamierungs-Aktion 
sind ländliche intakte Volks- bzw. Lebensgemeinschaften. Der 
Gegenpart dazu ist die städtische Multikulti-Globalisierung. 
Genau so steht es im Vorwort der besagten Studie:  
Rechtsextreme versuchen seit Jahren den ländlichen 
Raum mit der vermeintlich »intakten Volksgemeinschaft« 
gegen die städtische »Multikulti«-Globalisierung als 
Alternative in Stellung zu bringen und untermauern dies 
durch strategische »Raumgreifungsversuche« und 
Immobilienkäufe. Teil dieser Strategie sind die Völkischen 
Siedlungsprojekte, die auf eine langfristige Beeinflussung 
der Alltagskultur ausgerichtet sind. Ihr Ziel ist die 
Etablierung einer völkischen Gemeinschaft und der 
Aufbau eines autarken, nationalen Wirtschaftsnetzwerks. 
Das muss man sich mal genau durchlesen! Da versuchen 

Menschen doch wahrhaftig gegen die Multikulti-
Globalisierung anzugehen, indem sie sich auf`s Land verziehen 
und ihr eigenes Ding machen wollen!!! Dafür kaufen sie sich 
Brachland und bewirtschaften dies, um sich autark ernähren zu 

können (Unverschämtheit). Ihre Gemeinschaft besteht 
ausschließlich aus Gleichgesinnten (macht ja mal überhaupt 
keinen Sinn) und sie schotten sich von allen ab, die ihre 
Lebensweise kritisieren (warum das denn?). 
Leute, Leute, wenn das so weitergeht, haben wir keine guten 
Aussichten für die Zukunft. 
Deutsche Schweine und sächsische Heiligtümer = Nazis 

 
Das "Meißner Landschwein"  

- ein extrem deutsches Schwein 
Ein markantes Zeichen für rechtsextreme völkische Siedler ist, 
dass sie ausschließlich deutsche Schweinerassen züchten und 
heimisches Gemüse und Obst anpflanzen. Natürlich alles unter 
dem Deckmantel der Ökologie und Nachhaltigkeit. 
Insgeheim ist das nur ein rechtsextremer Gedanke, die vielen 
Massentierhaltungs- und Tiertransport-Unternehmen sowie 
Firmen wie Monsanto plattzumachen. Sie züchten ihr eigenes 

http://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/01/world/europe/71-years-after-he-vanished-raoul-wallenberg-is-declared-dead.html?smprod=nytcore-iphone&smid=nytcore-iphone-share
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/01/world/europe/71-years-after-he-vanished-raoul-wallenberg-is-declared-dead.html?smprod=nytcore-iphone&smid=nytcore-iphone-share
mailto:Leonhard-Schmitz@web.de
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RmRperFgMjY
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Vieh und verwenden ihr eigenes Saatgut (das ist schon fast 
kriminell). 
Leute, Leute, wenn sich das verbreitet, haben wir keine guten 
Aussichten für die Zukunft. 
Irminsul - ein sächsisches Heiligtum aus der nordischen 
Mythologie 
Ein weiteres Zeichen für superextremes ganz weit rechtes 
Gedankengut sind z. B. Nachbildungen einer Irmisul. Wenn Ihr 
so etwas auf einem Grundstück seht, dann nehmt 
schnellstmöglich Eure Beine in die Hand und rennt sofort nach 
links, denn dort leben hundertzwanzigprozentig extrem Rechte. 

 
Da steht nichts von: Das ist Böse!!! 

Das gilt allerdings nur, wenn Ihr so was ähnliches, wie auf dem 
Bild hier, auf einem Grundstück im Osten Deutschlands seht, 
sollten dann noch deutsche Schweine drumherum laufen, dann 
seit Ihr genau richtig, auf einem extrem rechten völkischen 
Siedlerhof. 
Wenn Ihr so etwas aber in einer Kirche, z. B. in der Kirche St. 
Petrus und Paulus in Obermarsberg seht, dann ist das völlig in 
Ordnung. Dient ja nur zum Gedenken an... ja, zu wessen 
Gedenken eigentlich? 

Die Irminsul oder Erminsul war ein frühmittelalterliches 
Heiligtum der Sachsen, das nach den Einträgen fränkischer 
Annalen zum Jahr 772 auf Veranlassung Karls des Großen von 
den Franken zerstört wurde. Der Name kann etymologisch auf 
irmin- = groß und sul = Säule zurückgeführt werden, bezeichnet 
also eine Große Säule. 
Das ist eindeutig rechtsextrem. Denn auch Hitler zeigte 
großes Interesse an nordischer Mythologie. Die AAS 
bringt diese Steinstele mit rassistisch-antisemitischen 
Glaubensgemeinschaften in Verbindung. 
Bezüge zur nordischen Mythologie: Auf einem Griff ist etwa der 
nordische Gott Odin mit seinen Raben Hugin und Munin 
abgebildet. Auch Friedhelm Brohm* scheint sich diesen alten 
Sagen verbunden zu fühlen. Auf die Frage, was die Stele am 
Hofeingang bedeute, antwortet er, sie sei der »Weltenbaum«, in 
dessen Mitte sich die Menschen befänden. Das untere Ende der 
Stele zeige die Wurzeln zur Erde und das obere Ende würde 
durch einen Widderkopf gekrönt, der Kraft und Stärke bedeute. 
Das Symbol des »Weltenbaums« ist auch bei neuheidnischen 
und völkischen Gruppen beliebt. Sie nennen es »Irminsul« und 
grenzen sich damit gegen das Christentum ab. Die rassistisch-
antisemitische Artgemeinschaft Germanische 
Glaubensgemeinschaft und auch die rechte Zeitschrift Umwelt & 
Aktiv verwenden es als Erkennungszeichen (die Zeitschrift und 
die beiden völkischen Organisationen werden im Kapitel »Die 
Weltanschauung der völkischen Siedler/innen« genauer 
beschrieben). Seite 22 der Studie. 
Also, das mit Odin und seinen zwei Raben könnte man ja 
vielleicht noch so stehen lassen, aber diese Provokation von 

wegen "Kraft und Stärke", das geht ja mal gar nicht. Was wollen 
sie uns hiermit sagen? Und dass sie sich vom Christentum 
abwenden, ist echt das Letzte. Noch so ein Zeichen, dass sie 
extrem rassistisch und antisemitisch sind, die Germanen waren 
ja auch superrechtsextrem, quasi Pränazis, also müssen die 
völkischen Siedler sowas wie Postnazis sein. Die einen vor 
Hitler, die anderen danach. Wir sollten endlich mal eine neue 
Zeitrechnung einführen, dann befänden wir uns heute im Jahre 
71 n. AH (nach Adolf Hitler). Da ja sowieso alles mit dieser Zeit 
in Verbindung gebracht wird, kann man ja gleich die Zeitachse 
dahin verschieben.  
In der Bildbeschreibung steht geschrieben: 

(Da das Bild urheberrechtlich geschützt ist, werde ich es hier 
nicht veröffentlichen.) 
"Die Steinstele ist ein Symbol völkischer 
Gruppierungen, nebenan wird für deutschen Honig 
geworben und im Hintergrund liegt der Pferdestall." 
Also, Leute, Finger weg vom deutschen Honig!!! Der ist 
äußerst rechtsextrem. Vor allem, wenn auf dem 
Siegel »Bäuerliche Landwirtschaft – 100% Konzernfrei« steht. 
Damit unterstützt Ihr nur völkisches Gedankengut unter dem 
Deckmantel nachhaltiger Ökologie. Der Großkonzern Bayer wird 
es Euch danken, wenn Ihr Euch von nachhaltigen natürlichen 
rechtsextrem verseuchten Produkten fernhaltet. Wahrscheinlich 
werden diese extrem deutschen Bienen auch noch mit ihrem 
eigenen Honig überwintert. Und wer weiß, wo die sich ihren 
Nektar holen, vielleicht von extrem auf der rechten Seite 
stehenden deutschen Apfelbäumen. Sehr suspekt das Ganze. 
Leute, Leute, wenn das Schule macht, dann ist es schlecht 
bestellt um unsere Zukunft. 
Heimatvereine und viele Kinder = rechtsextrem? 

 
Mehr als ein Kind ist schon extrem völkisch 

Solltet Ihr im Osten Deutschlands wohnen und Eure Nachbarn 
haben viele Kinder und singen Heimatlieder, dann sind das mit 
Sicherheit extrem rechte völkische Siedler (laut der Studie der 
AAS). 
Jetzt werden ganz viele einwerfen: 
"Aber Röschen (Ursula von der Leyen) hat doch auch ganz viele 
Kinder (7 Stück) und schon Heimatölieder gesungen? Und sie 
lebt abgeschottet, also mit ihrer Familie alleine, auf einem 
Anwesen, welches keiner betreten darf?" 
"Das zählt nicht." 
"Warum?" 
"Na, weil... äh... na, sie wohnt nicht im Osten, sie pflanzt nix an, 
und außerdem ist sie doch die Kriegsministerin in der BRiD." 
"Ja, aber ihr Mann ist doch wenigstens Ausländer? Das würde ihr 
Multi-Kulti-Denken bestätigen." 
"Aber nicht doch. Ihr Mann ist Heiko Echter von der Leyen. Das 
Haus von der Leyen ist ein von der Mosel stammendes 
Geschlecht des Hochadels. Aber vielleicht schafft es einer ihrer 
Kinder die Blutlinie zu versauen." 
"Ja, das sollten sie unbedingt, sonst könnte man noch meinen, 
sie wären völkische Siedler." 
Leute, Leute, wenn das die anderen mitbekommen, dann ist das 
nicht gut für unsere politische Zukunft. 

 

Blut und Boden über alles 

http://www.amadeu-antonio-stiftung.de/w/files/pdfs/voelkische-siedler-internet.pdf
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heiko_von_der_Leyen
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leyen_(Adelsgeschlecht)
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Nur der Adel müsste auf seine Blutlinie achten  

dürfen, der Pöbel doch nicht 
Wo kämen wir denn da hin, wenn jeder seinen 
Familienstammbaum beeinflussen würde? Es reicht ja schon, 
dass der Adel, der Hochadel und die Elite auf ihre Blutlinie 
achten.  Und Grund und Boden im Familienbesitz zu halten ist 
auch nur etwas, was der Elite vorbehalten ist. 
Fruchtbare Ländereien sollten nur noch Großkonzerne aufkaufen 
dürfen. Es ist eine bodenlose Frechheit, wenn der Pöbel 
Grundstücksflächen kauft und dort auch noch Permakultur 
betreibt. Von Immobilien ganz zu schweigen. Es wäre ein 
Desaster für alle Spekulanten und Aktionäre, wenn diese nicht 
mehr damit handeln könnten.  

 
Wer im Glashaus sitzt... 

Auch was die Kleiderordnung angeht, übertreibt der Pöbel 
rechtsextrem. Bequeme heimische Kleidung aus Naturfasern, 
das schadet doch nur der Textilindustrie. Was sollen denn dann 
die ganzen Kinder machen, die davon leben, billige Kleider 
herzustellen für die Welt? Langlebige qualitativ hochwertige 
Kleidung ist nur für die Elite bestimmt. Der Pöbel soll weiterhin 

von der Obsoleszenz Gebrauch machen, dafür wurde sie 
schließlich eingeführt. Hier zeichnet sich ein eindeutig 
rechtsextremer Kampf gegen die Globalisierung ab. 

Die AAS schießt sich selbst ins Aus 
Auf der einen Seite können wir ja froh sein, über so viel 
Bockmist. So erhält auch noch der Allerletzte die Gelegenheit 
mal drüber nachzudenken, wie überzogen und unrealistisch die 
Diffamierungen der AAS gegenüber bestimmten Menschen und 
Gruppen sind. 
Wenn wir nach der AAS gehen, dann sind wir alle rechtsextrem. 
Es gibt kaum eine Menschengruppe, die nicht in deren Raster 
fällt. Zumindest alle Deutschen sind irgendwie von Haus aus 

schon rassistisch und antisemitisch. 
Das hat zur Folge, dass sie niemand mehr ernst nimmt. Somit 
haben sie ihren Auftrag, nämlich gegen wirklich Rechtsextreme 
anzugehen, völlig verhauen. Aber wenn sie nur gegen eine 
Minderheit "kämpfen", können sie ja die Millionen Spenden nicht 
rechtfertigen. Da würden ein paar Tausend Euro völlig 
ausreichen. Sie wären dann praktisch arbeitslos. Und so müssen 
sie den Anschein erwecken, überall und an jeder Ecke gäbe es 
inzwischen rechtsextreme Rassisten. 
Mit dieser Strategie schießen sie sich über kurz oder lang selbst 
ins Aus. Denn: Wer im Glashaus sitzt, sollte nicht mit Steinen 
schmeißen und schon gar nicht mit scharfer Munition 
herumschießen. Zumal dieser Haufen selbst eine sehr suspekte 
Vergangenheit hat. 
In dem nachfolgenden Video werden die Zusammenhänge 
zwischen Stasi- und Verfassungsschutz innerhalb der AAS 
offengelegt. Hier erkennt man gut, dass es sich hierbei um reine 
Ablenkung handelt. Jetzt ist die Frage, was ist schlimmer: 
Antisemitismus, der gar keiner ist oder Deutschfeindlichkeit? Die 
Gruppe der Deutschfeinde beziehen sie nämlich nicht mit ein, in 
ihre Hetzkampagnen. Im Gegenteil, wer deutschfeindlich ist, hat 
beste Voraussetzungen in den Kreis der AAS aufgenommen zu 
werden. Von dort aus kann man dann so richtig hetzen, hassen, 
diffamieren und verleumden. 
Am Meinungs- PRANGER ---- RE-UP 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RmRperFgMjY

 

https://youtu.be/Yw9PElhyhDE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RmRperFgMjY
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[Attachment(s) from Israel Shamir 
Begin forwarded message: 

From: JCProletariat@aol.com 
Subject: BOMBSHELL !--WikiLeaks Podesta e-mails 

Satanic Hillary #SpiritCooking 
Date: November 5, 2016 2:41:05 AM GMT+02:00 

To: JCProletariat@aol.com 
 
   Just when you couldn't think this election could get 

stranger the WikiLeaks Podesta Emails #28 should be the 
wooden stake that will be driven into the heart of 
Hillary's campaign that will stop her. 
  #SpiritCooking has been trending on Twitter for more 
than a day and was the top trend for over 12 hours. Its 
concerns e-mail exchganges between a well known 
practicing Satanist and Podesta's brother Anthony about 

a dinner invite regarding "Spirit Cooking" 
  Although there have been unsubstantiated reports 
floating on the internet that Hillary was involved in 

Wiccan "black magic", this lastest WikiLeaks info all but 
confirms it. 
  Over the last 25 years or more there have been reports 

and scandals regarding politicians, celebrities, and world 
leaders in regards to satanism and pedophilia i.e. "The 
Franklin Cover-up" & the JonBenet Ramsey case. 
 As of Friday November 3, 2016 these reports are all but 
corroborated if not confirmed by the latest WikiLeaks 
emails regarding John Podesta. 
JC 
See YouTube videos below -----WARNING Graphic LANGUAGE 
* https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8PFDcsV02LM 
* https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qfL5KwUuvMc 

***  

From: Martin Webster 

martinwebstir@virginmedia.com   

Sent: Sunday, 6 November 2016 5:17 AM 

To: Israel Shamir; NJ; Owen Hayes; Paul Ballard; Denis Pirie; 

Prof. Kevin MacDonald; Prof. E. Michael Jones 

Cc: Jeremy Turner; Jeremy le Poer Power; Peter F. Phillips; 

Philip Gegan; Adrian Davies; David Hidson; Tony Avery; Tony 

Lee Martin; Kevin Layzell; Ian Buckley; Fredrick Toben; Robert 

Henderson; Paul Fromm; Mark Weber 

Subject: What do you make of this Jewish YouTube video? 

Hello folks, 
Please watch the YouTube video? 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=U2G9MR1n7Es 
Could it be a cunning (desperate?) Jewish trick to drive 
anti-semites into the Hillary Clinton camp? 
I have got loads of files on Trump’s pro-Jewish/Israel 
statements, his Jewish contacts, family members, 
associates, etc., etc., going back months and years..... 
but.... but.... but..... 
Best wishes, 
Martin 
P.S. I’ve just received a posting from the USA (see rtf 
attachment) which asserts — so far as I can make out — 
that Hillary Clinton is into “Satanic cookery”. Hmmmm.... 
 

ALL. 
Double, double toil and trouble; 

    Fire burn, and caldron bubble. 
 

3 WITCH. 
 

     Scale of dragon; tooth of wolf; 
    Witches’ mummy; maw and gulf 

    Of the ravin’d salt-sea shark; 
    Root of hemlock digg’d i the dark; 

    Liver of blaspheming Jew; 
    Gall of goat, and slips of yew 
    Sliver’d in the moon's eclipse; 
    Nose of Turk, and Tartar's lips; 
    Finger of birth-strangled babe 

    Ditch-deliver’d by a drab,— 
    Make the gruel thick and slab: 
    Add thereto a tiger’s chaudron, 

    For the ingrediants of our caldron. 
 

======================================================================= 
From: Alan Knutson alkid@swbell.net 

Sent: Sunday, 6 November 2016 5:10 AM 
Subject: Huma Abedin FLIPPED in NYPD Sex Probe 

So much going on now it is VERY difficult to keep track of the 
events. It appears the intelligence community did indeed step 
up to the plate to try to prevent a Hillary steal of the election. 
Good for them--if it works.  Wikileaks, it turned out, was indeed 
fed the info from the American intelligence community--not 
'dem Russians, and now Eric Prince, owner of the world's largest 
mercenary organization, is even stepping into the picture to 
encourage government officials to "do the right thing" against 
the Clintons--presumably because he can take out anybody he 
wants with his mercs in action. 
 

There is a serious power struggle going on right now.  I'm not a 
church-goin' man, but for lack of a better way of saying it, say a 
prayer for America. 
SR 1318 – Huma Abedin FLIPPED in NYPD Slimy Sex Probe – 
Crooked Hillary May Be Involved 

 

SR 1318 – Huma Abedin FLIPPED in NYPD 
Slimy Sex Probe – Crooked Hillary May... 
Visit our website now: 
http://www.billstill.com - considered by 
informed insiders’ as THE ultimate resource 
for ... 

 

 

Trumpianity: 

https://mail2.virginmedia.com/appsuite/#TopText
mailto:JCProletariat@aol.com
mailto:JCProletariat@aol.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8PFDcsV02LM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qfL5KwUuvMc
mailto:martinwebstir@virginmedia.com
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=U2G9MR1n7Es
mailto:alkid@swbell.net
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mjcSPTbUgTw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mjcSPTbUgTw
http://www.billstill.com/
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The Latest in a Long Line of Retarded Abrahamic Cults 
 November 5, 2016 Cyparissus14  1 Comment 

I’ve noticed with much dismay that the enthusiasm that people 
have for their controlled opposition savior is not dying down. I 
run into these people all the time on social media who are 

assuring me that, “I know Trump is not a White Nationalist 
leader! We’re gonna use him as a vehicle to further our goals of 
moving the Overton Window to the right!” Sure they are! That 
must be it. The Alt-Right is surely not another Tea Party in the 
making. 
Meanwhile back on Earth, most of the financial ‘experts’ among 
the talking heads are endorsing Trump because they see him as 
the better kosher candidate to ensure ZOG’s economic 
“prosperity.” And when (or if) Trump raises confidence in the 
economic prosperity of ZOG, it’s totally not gonna make 
everyone complacent; just sitting on their arses and watching 
their favorite sportsball teams and eating their GMO TV dinners! 
“We’ve seen this before” indeed! Ugh….the STUPID HURTS! 
Trump’s disciples seem unable to grasp that the slogans, MAGA 
& ORION (“Our Race Is Our Nation,”) don’t really go together; 
they’re like oil and water. Anyone who would want America to 
become economically prosperous again under the current 
paradigm must not be too eager for White Genocide to end. The 
entire system we’re living under was designed for this very 
purpose. Make no mistake about it, the hidden power of the 
deep state is in full control. Trump is just their preferred public 
face that they will use to manipulate the emotions of the masses 
and misdirect. 
Even the Turner Diaries had a passage basically stating that the 
sheeple are subdued as long as they still have an electric jew 
and food in their refrigerators. Now just to be clear, I’m not 
advocating a return to the old school militia direction; my point 

is that the masses care about bare necessities, not large scale 
existential conflicts to protect our biological inheritance. The 
best case scenario would probably be for the United States to 

become as bankrupt and hungry as Venezuela. I don’t relish this 
vision, but anything would be better than going quietly into the 
night with this horrific Brave Jew World we’re living in. 
The other reasons why Trump is bad for White People have 
already been stated in this article at the Tribune… 
And then there’s the spooky endorsement Trump has received 
from Putin. NOTHING AT ALL STRANGE GOING ON THERE! Putin 
loves White Gentiles so much that he always leaves the borders 
open just a crack for anything black or brown that wants to 
come in! A stellar track record the “Putinator” has with 
upholding the 14 Words! 
Anglin’s posse of clowns have proven that there is truly nothing 
more foolish than a moron who is convinced of their own 
intellectual superiority. They’re going around posting their 
useless damn Trump memes when they could be doing much 
more good by posting White Genocide memes instead. It’s like 
they think they have more control over the puppet than the 
(((puppeteers))) do. If they’re really delusional enough to think 
that, then they shouldn’t be allowed to reproduce. 
If these “White Nationalists” understand that the jews own 
everything in this country (including Trump), then why are they 
even bothering to endorse any kosher candidate at all?! I don’t 
want this to sound like a petty attack on these individuals, but it 
makes me seriously question the motives that these said 
persons have for being here in the first place. 
http://www.renegadetribune.com/trumpianity-latest-
long-line-retarded-abrahamic-cults/  

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Julian Assange says: Trump will not be allowed to win - he represents the white trash 

Secret World of US Election:  

Julian Assange talks to John Pilger  
Published on Nov 5, 2016 

Whistleblower Julian Assange has given one of his most incendiary interviews ever in a John Pilger 
Special, courtesy of Dartmouth Films, in which he summarizes what can be gleaned from the tens of 

thousands of Clinton emails released by WikiLeaks this year. 

 

Australian journalist and documentary maker John Pilger (L) and Julian Assange, Founder and Editor-in-Chief of 

WikiLeaks © Reuters / Dartmouth Films 

http://www.renegadetribune.com/trumpianity-latest-long-line-retarded-abrahamic-cults/
http://www.renegadetribune.com/author/cyparissus14/
http://www.renegadetribune.com/trumpianity-latest-long-line-retarded-abrahamic-cults/#comments
http://www.renegadetribune.com/trumpianity-latest-long-line-retarded-abrahamic-cults/
http://www.renegadetribune.com/trumpianity-latest-long-line-retarded-abrahamic-cults/
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Assange: Clinton is a cog for Goldman Sachs & the 

Saudis (JOHN PILGER EXCLUSIVE VIDEO & 

TRANSCRIPT) 
Published time: 5 Nov, 2016 05:59Edited time: 5 

Nov, 2016 21:53 

Whistleblower Julian Assange has given one of his most 
incendiary interviews ever in a John Pilger Special, courtesy of 
Dartmouth Films, in which he summarizes what can be gleaned 
from the tens of thousands of Clinton emails released by 
WikiLeaks this year. 

John Pilger, another Australian émigré, conducted the 25-minute 
interview at the Ecuadorian Embassy, where Assange has been 
trapped since 2012 for fear of extradition to the US. Last month, 
Assange had his internet access cut off for 
alleged “interference” in the American presidential election 
through the work of his website. 
‘Clinton made FBI look weak, now there is anger’ 
John Pilger: What’s the significance of the FBI's intervention in 
these last days of the U.S. election campaign, in the case 
against Hillary Clinton? 
Julian Assange: If you look at the history of the FBI, it has 
become effectively America's political police. The FBI 
demonstrated this by taking down the former head of the CIA 
[General David Petraeus] over classified information given to his 
mistress. Almost no-one is untouchable.  The FBI is always 
trying to demonstrate that no-one can resist us.  But Hillary 
Clinton very conspicuously resisted the FBI's investigation, so 
there’s anger within the FBI because it made the FBI look weak.  
We've published about 33,000 of Clinton's emails when she was 
Secretary of State.  They come from a batch of just over 60,000 
emails, [of which] Clinton has kept about half – 30,000 -- to 
herself, and we've published about half. 
Then there are the Podesta emails we've been publishing.  
[John] Podesta is Hillary Clinton’s primary campaign manager, 
so there’s a thread that runs through all these emails; there are 
quite a lot of pay-for-play, as they call it, giving access in 
exchange for money to states, individuals and corporations. 
[These emails are] combined with the cover up of the Hillary 
Clinton emails when she was Secretary of State, [which] has led 
to an environment where the pressure on the FBI increases. 
‘Russian government not the source of Clinton leaks’ 
JP: The Clinton campaign has said that Russia is behind all of 
this, that Russia has manipulated the campaign and is the 
source for WikiLeaks and its emails. 
JA: The Clinton camp has been able to project that kind of neo-
McCarthy hysteria: that Russia is responsible for everything.  
Hilary Clinton stated multiple times, falsely, that seventeen U.S. 
intelligence agencies had assessed that Russia was the source of 
our publications. That is false; we can say that the Russian 
government is not the source. 
WikiLeaks has been publishing for ten years, and in those ten 
years, we have published ten million documents, several 
thousand individual publications, several thousand different 
sources, and we have never got it wrong. 
‘Saudi Arabia & Qatar funding ISIS and Clinton’ 

JP: The emails that give evidence of access for money and how 
Hillary Clinton herself benefited from this and how she is 
benefitting politically, are quite extraordinary. I’m thinking of  
when the Qatari representative was given five minutes with Bill 
Clinton for a million dollar cheque. 
Assange: Clinton & ISIS funded by same money, Trump won’t 
be allowed to win (JOHN PILGER EXCLUSIVE) 

 
JA: And twelve million dollars from Morocco … 
JP: Twelve million from Morocco yeah. 

JA: For Hillary Clinton to attend [a party]. 
JP: In terms of the foreign policy of the United States, that’s 
where the emails are most revealing, where they show the 
direct connection between Hillary Clinton and the foundation of 
jihadism, of ISIL, in the Middle East.  Can you talk about how 
the emails demonstrate the connection between those who are 
meant to be fighting the jihadists of ISIL, are actually those who 
have helped create it. 
JA: There’s an early 2014 email from Hillary Clinton, not so long 
after she left the State Department, to her campaign manager 
John Podesta that states ISIL is funded by the governments of 
Saudi Arabia and Qatar.  Now this is the most significant email 

in the whole collection, and perhaps because Saudi and Qatari 
money is spread all over the Clinton Foundation.  Even the U.S. 
government agrees that some Saudi figures have been 
supporting ISIL, or ISIS. But the dodge has always been that, 
well it’s just some rogue Princes, using their cut of the oil money 
to do whatever they like, but actually the government 
disapproves. 
But that email says that no, it is the governments of Saudi and 
Qatar that have been funding ISIS. 
JP: The Saudis, the Qataris, the Moroccans, the Bahrainis, 
particularly the Saudis and the Qataris, are giving all this money 
to the Clinton Foundation while Hilary Clinton is Secretary of 
State and the State Department is approving massive arms 
sales, particularly to Saudi Arabia. 
JA: Under Hillary Clinton, the world’s largest ever arms deal was 
made with Saudi Arabia, [worth] more than $80 billion.  In fact, 
during her tenure as Secretary of State, total arms exports from 
the United States in terms of the dollar value, doubled. 
JP: Of course the consequence of that is that the notorious 
terrorist group called ISIl or ISIS is created largely with money 
from the very people who are giving money to the Clinton 
Foundation. 
JA: Yes. 
JP:That's extraordinary. 
‘Clinton has been eaten alive by her ambition’ 
JA: I actually feel quite sorry for Hillary Clinton as a person 
because I see someone who is eaten alive by their ambitions,  
tormented literally to the point where they become sick; they 
faint as a result of [the reaction] to their ambitions. She 
represents a whole network of people and a network of 
relationships with particular states.  The question is how does 
Hilary Clinton fit in this broader network?  She's a centralising 
cog. You’ve got a lot of different gears in operation from the big 
banks like Goldman Sachs and major elements of Wall Street, 
and Intelligence and people in the State Department and the 
Saudis. 

 
WikiLeaks emails shows Citigroup’s major role in shaping 

Obama administration’s cabinet 
She’s the centraliser that inter-connects all these different cogs. 
She’s the smooth central representation of all that, and ‘all that’ 
is more or less what is in power now in the United States. It’s 
what we call the establishment or the DC consensus. One of the 
more significant Podesta emails that we released was about how 
the Obama cabinet was formed and how half the Obama cabinet 
was basically nominated by a representative from City Bank. 
This is quite amazing. 
JP: Didn’t Citybank supply a list …. ? 
JA: Yes. 
JP: … which turned out to be most of the Obama cabinet. 
JA: Yes. 
JP: So Wall Street decides the cabinet of the President of the 
United States? 
JA: If you were following the Obama campaign back then, 
closely, you could see it had become very close to banking 
interests. 
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JA: So I think you can’t properly understand Hillary Clinton's 
foreign policy without understanding Saudi Arabia.  The 
connections with Saudi Arabia are so intimate. ‘Libya is Hillary 
Clinton’s war’ 
JP: Why was she so demonstrably enthusiastic about the 
destruction of Libya? Can you talk a little about just what the 
emails have told us – told you – about what happened there? 
Because Libya is such a source for so much of the mayhem now 
in Syria: the ISIL, jihadism, and so on. And it was almost Hillary 
Clinton's invasion. What do the emails tell us about that? 

 
‘A very different kind of warfare’: Clinton team on 

Benghazi committee leaks in #PodestaEmails 

JA: Libya, more than anyone else’s war, was Hillary Clinton’s 
war. Barak Obama initially opposed it. Who was the person 
championing it?  Hillary Clinton.  That’s documented throughout 
her emails. She had put her favoured agent, Sidney Blumenthal, 
on to that; there’s more than 1700 emails out of the thirty three 
thousand Hillary Clinton emails that we've published, just about 
Libya. It’s not that Libya has cheap oil. She perceived the 
removal of Gaddafi and the overthrow of the Libyan state -- 
something that she would use in her run-up to the general 
election for President.  
So in late 2011 there is an internal document called the Libya 
Tick Tock that was produced for Hillary Clinton, and it’s the 
chronological description of how she was the central figure in 
the destruction of the Libyan state, which resulted in around 
40,000 deaths within Libya; jihadists moved in, ISIS moved in, 
leading to the European refugee and migrant crisis. 
Not only did you have people fleeing Libya, people fleeing Syria, 
the destabilisation of other African countries as a result of arms 
flows, but the Libyan state itself err was no longer able to 
control the movement of people through it. Libya faces along to 
the Mediterranean and had been effectively the cork in the 
bottle of Africa. So all problems, economic problems and civil 
war in Africa -- previously people fleeing those problems didn’t 
end up in Europe because Libya policed the Mediterranean. That 
was said explicitly at the time, back in early 2011 by Gaddafi:  
‘What do these Europeans think they’re doing, trying to bomb 
and destroy the Libyan State? There’s going to be floods of 
migrants out of Africa and jihadists into Europe, and this is 
exactly what happened. 
‘Trump won’t be permitted to win’ 
JP: You get complaints from people saying, ‘What is WikiLeaks 
doing?  Are they trying to put Trump in the Whitehouse?’ 

 
Assange, Comey & Clinton: The Assange Twilight Zone 

(E354) 
JA: My answer is that Trump would not be permitted to win. 
Why do I say that?  Because he's had every establishment off 
side; Trump doesn’t have one establishment, maybe with the 
exception of the Evangelicals, if you can call them an 
establishment, but banks, intelligence [agencies], arms 
companies... big foreign money … are all united behind Hillary 
Clinton, and the media as well, media owners and even 
journalists themselves. 
JP: There is the accusation that WikiLeaks is in league with the 
Russians. Some people say, ‘Well, why doesn’t WikiLeaks 
investigate and publish emails on Russia?’ 

JA: We have published about 800,000 documents of various 
kinds that relate to Russia. Most of those are critical; and a 
great many books have come out of our publications about 
Russia, most of which are critical. Our [Russia]documents have 
gone on to be used in quite a number of court cases: refugee 
cases of people fleeing some kind of claimed political 
persecution in Russia, which they use our documents to back 
up. 
JP: Do you yourself take a view of the U.S. election?  Do you 
have a preference for Clinton or Trump? 
JA: [Let’s talk about] Donald Trump. What does he represent in 
the American mind and in the European mind?  He represents 

American white trash, [which Hillary Clinton called] ‘deplorable 
and irredeemable’.  It means from an establishment or educated 
cosmopolitan, urbane perspective, these people are like the red 
necks, and you can never deal with them.  Because he so clearly 
-- through his words and actions and the type of people that 
turn up at his rallies -- represents people who are not the 
middle, not the upper middle educated class, there is a fear of 
seeming to be associated in any way with them, a social fear 
that lowers the class status of anyone who can be accused of 
somehow assisting Trump in any way, including any criticism of 
Hillary Clinton. If you look at how the middle class gains its 
economic and social power, that makes absolute sense. 
‘US attempting to squeeze WikiLeaks through my refugee status’ 
JP: I’d like to talk about Ecuador, the small country that has 
given you refuge and [political asylum] in this embassy in 
London.  Now Ecuador has cut off the internet from here where 
we're doing this interview, in the Embassy, for the clearly 
obvious reason that they are concerned about appearing to 
intervene in the U.S. election campaign.  Can you talk about 
why they would take that action and your own views on 
Ecuador’s support for you? 

 
Pro-Hillary US State Dept ‘behind Assange internet cutoff’ 

– WikiLeaks activist to RT 
JA: Let’s let go back four years.  I made an asylum application 
to Ecuador in this embassy, because of the U.S. extradition 
case, and the result was that after a month, I was successful in 
my asylum application. The embassy since then has been 
surrounded by police: quite an expensive police operation which 
the British government admits to spending more than £12.6 
million. They admitted that over a year ago.  Now there’s 
undercover police and there are robot surveillance cameras of 
various kinds -- so that there has been quite a serious conflict 
right here in the heart of London between Ecuador, a country of 
sixteen million people, and the United Kingdom, and the 
Americans who have been helping on the side.  So that was a 
brave and principled thing for Ecuador to do. Now we have the 
U.S. election [campaign], the Ecuadorian election is in February 
next year, and you have the White House feeling the political 
heat as a result of the true information that we have been 
publishing.  
WikiLeaks does not publish from the jurisdiction of Ecuador, 
from this embassy or in the territory of Ecuador; we publish 
from France, we publish from, from Germany, we publish from 
The Netherlands and from a number of other countries, so that 
the attempted squeeze on WikiLeaks is through my refugee 
status; and this is, this is really intolerable. [It means] that 
[they] are trying to get at a publishing organisation; [they] try 
and prevent it from publishing true information that is of intense 
interest to the American people and others about an election. 
JP: Tell us what would happen if you walked out of this 
embassy. 
JA: I would be immediately arrested by the British police and I 
would then be extradited either immediately to the United 
States or to Sweden. In Sweden I am not charged, I have 
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already been previously cleared [by the Senior Stockholm 
Prosecutor Eva Finne]. We were not certain exactly what would 
happen there, but then we know that the Swedish government 
has refused to say that they will not extradite me to the United 
States we know they have extradited 100 per cent of people 
whom the U.S. has requested since at least 2000.  So over the 
last fifteen years, every single person the U.S. has tried to 
extradite from Sweden has been extradited, and they refuse to 
provide a guarantee [that won’t happen]. 
JP: People often ask me how you cope with the isolation in here. 
JA: Look, one of the best attributes of human beings is that 
they’re adaptable; one of the worst attributes of human beings 

is they are adaptable.  They adapt and start to tolerate abuses, 
they adapt to being involved themselves in abuses, they adapt 
to adversity and they continue on. So in my situation, frankly, 
I’m a bit institutionalised -- this [the embassy] is the world .. it’s 
visually the world [for me]. 
JP: It’s the world without sunlight, for one thing, isn’t it? 
JA: It’s the world without sunlight, but I haven’t seen sunlight in 
so long, I don’t remember it. 
JP: Yes. 
JA: So , yes, you adapt.  The one real irritant is that my young 
children -- they also adapt. They adapt to being without their 
father. That’s a hard, hard adaption which they didn’t ask for. 
JP: Do you worry about them? 
JA: Yes, I worry about them; I worry about their mother. 
‘I am innocent and in arbitrary detention’ 
JP: Some people would say, ‘Well, why don’t you end it and 
simply walk out the door and allow yourself to be extradited to 
Sweden?’ 
JA: The U.N. [the United Nations Working Group on Arbitrary 
Detention] has looked into this whole situation. They spent 
eighteen months in formal, adversarial litigation. [So it’s] me 
and the U.N. verses Sweden and the U.K.  Who’s right?  The 
U.N. made a conclusion that I am being arbitrarily detained 
illegally, deprived of my freedom and that what has occurred 
has not occurred within the laws that the United Kingdom and 
Sweden, and that [those countries] must obey. It is an illegal 
abuse.  It is the United Nations formally asking, ‘What’s going 
on here?  What is your legal explanation for this? [Assange] 
says that you should recognise his asylum.’ [And here is] 

Sweden formally writing back to the United Nations to say, ‘No, 
we're not going to [recognise the UN ruling], so leaving open 
their ability to extradite.  
I just find it absolutely amazing that the narrative about this 
situation is not put out publically in the press, because it doesn’t 
suit the Western establishment narrative – that yes, the West 
has political prisoners, it’s a reality, it’s not just me, there’s a 
bunch of other people as well.  The West has political prisoners. 
Of course, no state accepts [that it should call] the people it is 
imprisoning or detaining for political reasons, political prisoners. 
They don’t call them political prisoners in China, they don’t call 
them political prisoners in Azerbaijan and they don’t call them 

political prisoners in the United States, U.K. or Sweden; it is 
absolutely intolerable to have that kind of self-perception. 
JA: Here we have a case, the Swedish case, where I have never 
been charged with a crime, where I have already been cleared 
[by the Stockholm prosecutor] and found to be innocent, where 
the woman herself said that the police made it up, where the 
United Nations formally said the whole thing is illegal, where the 
State of Ecuador also investigated and found that I should be 
given asylum.  Those are the facts, but what is the rhetoric?   
JP: Yes, it’s different. 
JA: The rhetoric is pretending, constantly pretending that I have 
been charged with a crime, and never mentioning that I have 
been already previously cleared, never mentioning that the 
woman herself says that the police made it up.  
[The rhetoric] is trying to avoid [the truth that ] the U.N. 
formally found that the whole thing is illegal, never even 
mentioning that Ecuador made a formal assessment through its 
formal processes and found that yes, I am subject to 
persecution by the United States. 
* https://www.rt.com/news/365405-assange-pilger-
full-transcript/  
* READ MORE: Assange: WikiLeaks did not receive Clinton 
emails from Russian govt (JOHN PILGER EXCLUSIVE) 
* BREAKING: #Assange: #Clinton resisted #FBI, and now 
they’re out for payback  
WATCH FULL JOHN PILGER EXCLUSIVE ON RT 
https://t.co/b4q0WfkQJnpic.twitter.com/In1VZi0WcG— 
RT (@RT_com) November 5, 2016 
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_sbT3_9dJY4  

___________________________________________________ 
 
The evidence discovered by some remarkably careful 
sleuthing would convince any reasonable court to 
invalidate the entire Ohio election. In last Tuesday's 
election, 29 precincts in Cuyahoga County, Ohio, reported 
votes cast IN EXCESS of the number of registered voters - 
at least 93,136 extra votes total. And the numbers are 
right there on the official Cuyahoga County Board of 
Elections website:  
Bay Village --- 13,710 registered voters ---18,663 ballots 
cast 
Beachwood --- 9,943 registered voters --- 13,939 ballots 
cast 
Bedford --- 9,942 registered voters --- 14,465 ballots cast 
Bedford Heights --- 8,142 registered voters --- 13,512 
ballots cast 
Brooklyn --- 8,016 registered voters --- 12,303 ballots 
cast 
Brooklyn Heights --- 1,144 registered voters --- 1,869 
ballots cast 
Chagrin Falls Village --- 3,557 registered voters ---4,860 
ballots cast 
Cuyahoga Heights --- 570 registered voters --- 1,382 
ballots cast 
Fairview Park --- 13,342 registered voters --- 18,472 

ballots cast 
Highland Hills Village --- 760 registered voters --- 8,822 
ballots cast 
Independence --- 5,735 registered voters --- 6,226 
ballots cast 
Mayfield Village --- 2,764 registered voters --- 3,145 
ballots cast 
Middleburg Heights --- 12,173 registered voters --- 

14,854 ballots cast 
Moreland Hills Village --- 2,990 registered voters --- 
4,616 ballots cast 
North Olmstead --- 25,794 registered voters --- 25,887 
ballots cast 
Olmstead Falls --- 6,538 registered voters --- 7,328 
ballots cast 
Pepper Pike --- 5,131 registered voters --- 6,479 ballots 
cast 
Rocky River --- 16,600 registered voters --- 20,070 
ballots cast 
Solon (WD6) --- 2,292 registered voters --- 4,300 ballots 
cast 
South Euclid --- 16,902 registered voters --- 16,917 
ballots cast 
Strongsville (WD3) --- 7,806 registered voters ---12,108 
ballots cast 
University Heights --- 10,072 registered voters --- 11,982 
ballots cast 
Valley View Village --- 1,787 registered voters --- 3,409 
ballots cast 
Warrensville Heights --- 10,562 registered voters --- 
15,039 ballots cast 
Woodmere Village --- 558 registered voters --- 8,854 

ballots cast 
Bedford (CSD) --- 22,777 registered voters --- 27,856 
ballots cast 
Independence (LSD) --- 5,735 registered voters --- 6,226 
ballots cast 
Orange (CSD) --- 11,640 registered voters --- 22,931 
ballots cast 

https://www.rt.com/news/365405-assange-pilger-full-transcript/
https://www.rt.com/news/365405-assange-pilger-full-transcript/
https://www.rt.com/news/365164-assange-interview-wikileaks-russia/
https://www.rt.com/news/365164-assange-interview-wikileaks-russia/
https://twitter.com/hashtag/Assange?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/Clinton?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/FBI?src=hash
https://t.co/b4q0WfkQJn
https://t.co/b4q0WfkQJn
https://twitter.com/RT_com/status/794774475761926144
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_sbT3_9dJY4
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Warrensville (CSD) --- 12,218 registered voters --- 
15,822 ballots cast 
http://boe.cuyahogacounty.us/BOE/results/currentresul
ts1.htm is the official website of the Cuyahoga County 

election board, providing irrefutable evidence that the 
vote was off by at least 93,000. 

_________________________________________________ 
On elections eve, Israeli composer to stage ‘Drumf’ opera in NY 

Matti Kovler’s bawdy piece lampoons Republican candidate’s ‘mermaid’ wives; other Trump-inspired 
artists to perform three separate productions of 75-year-old play about Hitler 

BY MATT LEBOVIC November 6, 2016, 10:02 pm 

 
BOSTON, Massachusetts — Israeli-born composer Matti Kovler is 
not a United States citizen, but that didn’t stop him from 
lambasting presidential candidate Donald Trump in his new 
opera, called “The Drumf and the Rhinegold.” 
The Trump-inspired production, which premiered in New York 
City the night before Halloween, made its way to Boston on 
Wednesday night. There Kovler set up the plot of his 15-minute 
opera for the audience. 
“The Drumf surrounds himself with gold, and everything is 
concealed within that world of gold,” said Kovler. The opera, 
said Kovler, is about Trump’s current and third wife, Slovenian-
born Melania Trump. 
For much of the high-pitched production, a bathrobe-clad 
Melania sings about loving “shiny things,” often atop a bed. In 
the form of operatic mermaids, Trump’s first two wives — Ivana 
Trump and Marla Maples — appear as “Rheinmaidens” in search 
of the “Rhinegold,” a treasure hidden among the glitter of 
Trump’s gold-distorted world. 
In addition to dealing with the arrival of Ivana and Marla, 
hanging over Melania’s well-coiffed head is the fact that “the 
Drumf changes wives every 15 years, and Melania is about to 
age-out,” as Kovler put it. 
Unbeknownst to “Drumf” audiences in Manhattan and Boston, 
Kovler’s inspiration for the opera had a lot to do with anti-
Semitism. 
Kovler told The Times of Israel he has long wanted to produce a 
work in response to famed German composer Richard Wagner, a 
leading anti-Semite and posthumous mentor for Adolf Hitler. 
Using Wagner’s famed “Ring Cycle” as a framework, Kovler 
decided to come up with his own cycle related to the US 
election. 

 
The New York City production of ‘The Drumf and the 
Rhinegold,’ October 31, 2016. Courtesy: Floating Tower. 
 “I decided to mock a 15-hour opera in just 15-minutes,” said 
the prolific Kovler. “And within that cycle would be the 15-year 
cycles of the Drumf’s wives,” he said. 
For Kovler, the connection between Wagner and Trump is the 
anti-Semitism flamed by each man. The composer said he was 
“very disturbed” by anti-Semitic imagery and messaging in 
some Trump campaign ads and messaging. 
“The Jewish link to this production is that with Wagner, we are 
connecting one of history’s worst anti-Semites to a presidential 
candidate who has significant support from anti-Semites,” said 
the Brooklyn-based Kovler. 

‘The most unprecedented election in US history’ 
For its New York premiere, “The Drumf” was staged in an 
empty, 7,000-square foot building near Manhattan’s Grand 

Central Station. Billed as an “immersive installation,” attendees 
and the production floated between four sets in the building, 
including the spa of Trump Tower. 

 
The New York City production of ‘The Drumf and the 
Rhinegold,’ October 31, 2016. Courtesy: Floating Tower. 
During the opera’s frenzied finale, the Drumf was tossed into an 
inflatable pool representing the Rhine River. A small flood 
ensued as Trump’s ex-wives gathered around Melania, still clad 
in a white bathrobe and high heels. 
“The Drumf was dumped nine times in the waters of the Rhine,” 
said Kovler with pride. 
In the absence of a water-filled pool, the Boston production 
settled for Melania being chased around the venue by an orange 
wig standing in for Trump. Attendees struggled to capture the 
fast-moving spectacle on cellphones. Producers encouraged 
them to post pictures and share “Drumf” on social media. 
“After the show I received dozens of emails from people,” said 
Kovler. “The one that stood out is a women telling me that 

‘Drumf’ was a ‘cleansing experience’ for her following all the 
negativity of the campaign,” said the 36-year old composer, who 
will stage “Drumf” at Brooklyn’s Pioneer Works on Monday night, 
the day before the elections. 

 
Israeli-born composer Matti Kovler introduces his Donald 
Trump-based opera in Cambridge, Massachusetts, on 
November 2, 2016. Matt Lebovic/The Times of Israel. 
To tap into Trump Mania, not all productions need to be about 
the presidential candidate himself. At three separate theaters in 
New York City’s East Village, productions of the 1941 play, “The 
Resistable Rise of Arturo Ui,” have resonated with Trump-
allergic audiences in recent weeks. Without coordination, each 
company decided to produce Bertolt Brecht’s satirical allegory 
on the rise of Adolf Hitler. 
In Brecht’s little-known play, the namesake antagonist is a 
Chicago mobster known for his misogyny, xenophobia, and 
ability to ruthlessly bully opponents off the field. With such a 
framework, The Lyra Theater’s Noam Shapiro told The New York 
Times he did not need to change a word of the 75-year-old play 
before producing it. Brecht based every scene on an historical 
event tied to the rise of Nazism, including the burning of the 
Reichstag, Germany’s annexation of Austria, and the mayhem 
induced by Hitler’s cronies. 
Whether reviving “The Resistable Rise of Anthony Ui” or creating 
new productions, American Jews (think Jon Stewart) are at the 
forefront of satirizing Trump. Not all of these activists, however, 
are opposed to a Trump presidency. 

http://boe.cuyahogacounty.us/BOE/results/currentresults1.htm
http://boe.cuyahogacounty.us/BOE/results/currentresults1.htm
http://www.timesofisrael.com/writers/matt-lebovic/
http://www.floatingtower.com/the-drumf
http://www.floatingtower.com/the-drumf
https://pioneerworks.org/programs/drumf-rhinegold-operatic-apocalypse/
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/10/29/nyregion/new-york-theater-artists-latest-muse-donald-trump.html?_r=0
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Soprano opera singer Ariadne Greif appears as Melania 
Trump in the New York City production of ‘The Drumf and 
the Rhinegold,’ October 31, 2016. Courtesy: Floating 
Tower. 
Prominent Wall Street Journal columnist Daniel Henninger is a 
one-time Hillary Clinton supporter who now advocates for 
Trump. This week, Henninger published a pro-Trump “opera” 
complete with a “Crooked Hillary” character and gags about the 
Clinton power couple’s alleged “pay-to-play” antics, which 

Henninger believes will lead to years of Congressional 
investigations if Clinton wins. 
Also, on Election Day in New York City, composer Gene Pritsker 
will premiere his 45-minute violin concerto, “ Trump: A 
Theatrical Concerto,” at a multimedia art cabaret called (Le) 
Poisson Rouge. Unlike Henninger’s opera, Pritsker’s concerto 
and the artist himself are decidedly inspired by Hillary Clinton. 
“The concerto will explore the insanity which has creeped into 
our political system causing the most unprecedented election in 
US history,” according to a production statement. The solo 
violinist will stand in for “the Devil, who is responsible for all of 
Trump’s bizarre outbursts,” according to Pritsker. 

* FBI: No charges against Clinton after new email review 
* Trump campaign fires back at ADL over ad criticized for 
anti-Semitic tones 
* http://www.timesofisrael.com/on-elections-eve-an-
israeli-composer-to-stage-opera-the-drumf-and-the-
rhinegold-in-ny/  

________________________________________________ 
More German hatred nurtured by tours of Auschwitz 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------  

Every year, the Holocaust Educational Trust invites post-16 students to visit 
Nazi concentration camps — here's what they saw 

BY HANNAH GRAHAM, 11:00, 6 NOV 2016, UPDATED08:03, 4 NOV 2016 
Around six million people, mostly Jews, were killed by the Nazis 
during the second world war — more than one million of them in 
the extermination and concentration camps at Auschwitz. 
The Holocaust Educational Trust believes the only way to keep 
the memory of this terrible event alive is for people to see these 
camps for themselves. 
So each year, they take parties of students to Auschwitz, 
teaching them about the history and legacy of the holocaust, 
and encouraging them to bring the message back to their 
schools and communities. 
Reporter Hannah Graham joined more than 200 A-level pupils 
from across the North East on a one-day visit to the camps, an 
hour outside Krakow, Poland, to hear about what happened 
there, and why the events of over 70 years ago are still 
important today. 
“When you hear ‘six million killed’ it’s not six million individual 
people, it’s just a number,” said Rachel Potts, a student 
at Newcastle Sixth Form College. 
“Coming here helps you to see that they were all real people, 
with their own lives.” 

 
North East school children visit Auschwitz camps with the 

Holocaust Educational Trust (Photo: Lloyd Smith) 
That’s the aim of the curators of the smaller camp, Auschwitz 1, 
who have carefully filled the former army barracks with items 
which make it impossible to ignore the humanity of the victims. 
We saw shoes, photographs, hairbrushes: possessions carefully 
guarded, brought to the camp by people who had no idea what 
was waiting for them. 
For each of us, a different detail stood out, helping us to grasp, 
just for a moment, the near-incomprehensible event that took 
place where we were standing. 
For Matthew Wood, from Berwick Academy, it was the hair. 
On display at the camp is a pile of hundreds of pounds of human 
hair, shorn from the heads of Jewish women shortly before they 
were murdered. 

Matthew said: “Seeing the hair was particularly harrowing, 
because the other items are things that people owned, but the 
hair is actually part of them.” 

 
North East school children visit Auschwitz camps with the 
Holocaust Educational Trust (Photo: Lloyd Smith) 
According to our Polish guide, this huge mound of hair, with 
individual plaits and sudden flashes of blonde or black curls still 
visible, is just a tiny fraction of what was cut by Nazi soldiers at 
the camp — much of it was sent to Germany to be used to make 
into fabric for military uniforms. 
The sight that filled my eyes with tears looked, at first, like a 
tangled and twisted mound of wire, until I got close enough to 
realise that it was individual pairs of glasses, broken and tossed 
together after their owners were murdered. 
Later, we walked through a building which was one of the first 
to be used as a gas chamber, a prototype for the ruthlessly 
organised murders which were to come. 
Where we stood, hundreds of people had been gassed to death. 
You can still see the metal tracks set out for the carts which 
hauled away the bodies. 
Cramlington Learning Village student Laura Strachan said: 
“What really hit me was standing in the gas chamber, thinking 
of how the people would have turned against each other, 
fighting for survival, trying to get out.” 
It took people around 20 minutes to die as Zyklon B pellets were 
emptied into this chamber. For Nazi leaders, this was an 
efficiency — hundreds dead in that time, without losing any 
bullets. 
“You almost feel a bit guilty,” Rachel said. “Why should I get to 
walk in there, and then come out?” 
Our next stop was Auschwitz Birkenau, the death camp built, at 
first, using the bricks from hundreds of Nazi-destroyed Polish 
homes. 
When these bricks ran out, thousands of prisoners were housed 
in prefabricated huts shipped from Germany, which were 
originally designed as stables for military horses. 
Of course, every one of us knew as we started the day that what 
happened in these camps was one of the most horrific acts of 
evil in recorded history. 

http://topics.wsj.com/person/H/daniel-henninger/5468
http://lpr.com/lpr_events/trump-theatrical-concerto-gene-pritsker-november-8th-2016/
http://www.timesofisrael.com/fbi-no-charges-against-clinton-after-new-email-review/
http://www.timesofisrael.com/trump-campaign-fires-back-at-adl-over-ad-criticized-for-anti-semitic-tones/
http://www.timesofisrael.com/trump-campaign-fires-back-at-adl-over-ad-criticized-for-anti-semitic-tones/
http://www.timesofisrael.com/on-elections-eve-an-israeli-composer-to-stage-opera-the-drumf-and-the-rhinegold-in-ny/
http://www.timesofisrael.com/on-elections-eve-an-israeli-composer-to-stage-opera-the-drumf-and-the-rhinegold-in-ny/
http://www.timesofisrael.com/on-elections-eve-an-israeli-composer-to-stage-opera-the-drumf-and-the-rhinegold-in-ny/
http://www.chroniclelive.co.uk/authors/hannah-graham/
http://www.chroniclelive.co.uk/all-about/newcastle-upon-tyne
http://www.chroniclelive.co.uk/all-about/cramlington-learning-village
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Still, standing in those cold, damp huts, you can connect to that 
fact more, understanding it in a different, and awful, way. 

 
Newcastle 6th form college students Rachel Potts and 

Ethan Way (Photo: Lloyd Smith) 
That’s the aim of the Holocaust Educational Trust, the reason 
they return again and again to fly huge parties of school children 
back and forth to Poland, in what is a very long and extremely 
gruelling day. 
They aim to humanise and honour the victims, ensuring that 
what happened to them will never be forgotten. 
We learn about the Sonderkommandos, the Jewish prisoners 
who were forced to clear the bodies from gas chambers. 

We hear that our visit is part of an effort to respect the wishes 
of these prisoners, the ones who knew exactly what was going 
on in the camp, that people never be allowed to forget it. 
These men were desperate for the world to know what 
happened at Auschwitz, so much so that, as well as burying 
letters and diaries, they littered the ground with human teeth 
harvested from the bodies they were made to dispose of, so that 
anyone who came across the site would know something terrible 
had happened there. 

 
North East school children visit Auschwitz camps with the 

Holocaust Educational Trust (Photo: Lloyd Smith) 
Perhaps surprisingly, another aim of the trust’s educators is to 
humanise the perpetrators, to make us understand that Nazi 

soldiers, and those who supported them, were people too, with 
lives and families and dreams, just like us. 
That’s not to make their actions forgivable — far from it. 
Instead, our trust-provided educator Lorraine tells us that we 
must remember not to write Hitler’s followers off as mad, or 
monsters, or as terrified bystanders with no choice but to let it 
happen. 
They were people, she says, they had choices, and they chose 
to perpetrate and support mass murder. The trip ended with a 
moving memorial ceremony, conducted by Rabbi Barry Marcus, 
of London’s Central Synagogue. 
His speech made it clear that the holocaust was a uniquely 

horrific event, a moment burned into the memories of the 
Jewish and other communities brutally targeted by the Nazi 
regime. 
But the trip also emphasises that it isn’t some distant historical 
oddity, a piece of the past we can dismiss because it could never 
happen again. 

 
North East school children visit Auschwitz camps with the 
Holocaust Educational Trust 
Rachel said: “The thing they say about the holocaust is ‘never 
again’, but, we’ve seen genocides since then. 
“We need a definitive end to it.” 
Her thoughts were echoed by Newcastle North MP Catherine 
McKinnell, who joined the students on the trip. 
She said: “[The visit] was also a timely reminder of the dangers 
of intolerance, of losing mutual respect for others and of hating 
those who appear ‘different’ — and where that can ultimately 
lead. 
“Too often, we hear people saying the Holocaust must never — 
and could never — happen again. Yet, people around the world 
are still being persecuted and killed for their beliefs, or because 
of who they are.” 
*Auschwitz: Life, fear and death at the largest mass 
murder site in human history* 
* Durham woman who fled Nazi Germany says more 
action is needed to help refugees 
*http://www.chroniclelive.co.uk/news/north-east-
news/experience-horrors-auschwitz-through-eyes-

12124022  

________________________________________________ 
LAW 

Europe’s Show Trials Are Where America’s Anti-Speech Regime Is Going 
Progressives are prosecuting conservative dissenters for 'hate crimes.' Criminalizing politics 

not only crushes diversity—it's just plain wrong. 
By Alex Grass, NOVEMBER 6, 2016 

American politics has taken a bad turn. We see this in an 
increase in politically motivated criminal charges. At universities, 
students’ due process protections are being eliminated in favor 
of a politically modish star chamber. One presidential candidate 
even promised to appoint a special prosecutor to investigate the 
other. 
Absent a serious reexamination of these practices, injustice will 
become a fixed custom. To see where we’re headed, we need 
only look to Europe, where prosecution for one’s politics has 
already become the norm. 
During a 2014 election rally, Geert Wilders, Dutch 
parliamentarian and head of the Netherlands’ Party for Freedom 
(PVV), asked the crowd if they wanted fewer or more Moroccans 
in the country. Supporters chanted “fewer, fewer,” and Wilders 
replied, “We’ll take care of that.” 

The Hague Public Prosecutors subsequently decided Mr. Wilders 
had committed a hate crime. 
Wilders’ trial is not the beginning, and it won’t be the end of this 
type of legal miscarriage. Peering across the pond, one 
perceives a decaying continental rule of law, birthing its orphan 
child: the show trial. 

The Perils of Political Dissent 
The first property of the show trial is that its targets are 
political. Oddly enough, this selective prosecution seems to have 
affected only the European Right. 
In the UK, the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) acquiesced to 
40,000-odd people who signed an online petition demanding the 
prosecution of Nigel Farage, former leader of the UK 
Independence Party (UKIP), by signaling that they might open a 
hate speech investigation against him. UKIP had just played a 
major role in persuading the British people to vote for Brexit. 

http://www.chroniclelive.co.uk/all-about/catherine-mckinnell
http://www.chroniclelive.co.uk/all-about/catherine-mckinnell
http://www.chroniclelive.co.uk/news/north-east-news/auschwitz-life-fear-death-largest-10353053
http://www.chroniclelive.co.uk/news/north-east-news/auschwitz-life-fear-death-largest-10353053
http://www.chroniclelive.co.uk/news/north-east-news/durham-woman-who-fled-nazi-10810228
http://www.chroniclelive.co.uk/news/north-east-news/durham-woman-who-fled-nazi-10810228
http://www.chroniclelive.co.uk/news/north-east-news/experience-horrors-auschwitz-through-eyes-12124022
http://www.chroniclelive.co.uk/news/north-east-news/experience-horrors-auschwitz-through-eyes-12124022
http://www.chroniclelive.co.uk/news/north-east-news/experience-horrors-auschwitz-through-eyes-12124022
http://thefederalist.com/category/law/
http://thefederalist.com/author/alex-grass/
http://www.baltimoresun.com/news/maryland/freddie-gray/bs-md-ci-mosby-attorney-grievance-20160629-story.html
http://www.wsj.com/articles/college-sex-meets-the-star-chamber-1477001578
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Court-of-Star-Chamber
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-politics/wp/2016/10/09/trump-if-elected-ill-appoint-a-special-prosecutor-to-look-into-clintons-emails/
http://www.dw.com/en/dutch-far-right-politician-wilders-to-be-tried-for-anti-moroccan-comments/a-18138641
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/brexit-campaign-cps-to-review-claims-nigel-farage-incited-hatred-eu-referendum-post-referendum-a7236181.html
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/brexit-campaign-cps-to-review-claims-nigel-farage-incited-hatred-eu-referendum-post-referendum-a7236181.html
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The petitioners, “remainers,” wanted to co-opt the CPS into their 
political retaliation. 
In France, the National Front’s leader Marine Le Pen was 
similarly charged with “incitement to discrimination,” although 
she was ultimately exonerated. At various points, Le Pen has 
topped the polls for France’s next presidential election, and a 
National Front victory could mean the pursuit of a similar exit 
option from the EU for France. Like Farage and Wilders, if Le 
Pen was hobbled by a legal challenge, it might’ve benefited her 
political opponents. 
And in Germany, Justice Minister Heiko Maas, a member of 
Chancellor Angela Merkel’s government, hinted that members of 

the right-wing party Alternative for Germany (AfD) should be 
prosecuted for hate speech. Minister Maas also threatened to 
indict Martin Ott, Managing Director of Facebook’s European 
branch, for not blocking content that accused Merkel of letting 
ISIS recruits migrate into Germany. Additionally, German 
Federal Police raided the homes of 60 members of a “secret 
[right-wing] Facebook group” to “combat hate postings.” 
Add to this the February detainment of an anti-immigrant party 
PEGIDA member for refusing to remove a “fluffy pig hat” mid-
protest. 

Show Trials Aim to Eliminate Political Diversity 
What all these investigations, indictments, and convictions have 
in common is their potential to neutralize political enemies. UKIP 
remains an electoral force that the British Left must contend 
with. Both AfD and PEGIDA have expanded their share of the 
German electorate, with AfD even beating Chancellor Merkel’s 
Christian Democratic Union in her home district. And if Geert 
Wilders is convicted, the verdict—which might affect the odds of 

a PVV victory—will be delivered only months before the next 
election, which he has a very good chance of winning. 
Prosecuting a party’s leader benefits that party’s opponents. Not 
least because members will be less likely to come out in force if 
they believe they’ll be indicted for “voic[ing] a political opinion.” 
But the prosecution is selective: authorities lack zeal to enforce 
hate-speech laws when involved persons are not from the 
European Right. 
No indictment materialized after a Dutch Imam said he was 
ready to die for his religion and kill others for it. There was no 
clamor for prosecution when an internal audit revealed a 
startling amount of anti-Semitism in the UK Labour Party. And 

neither should there have been. 
We Should Not Seek To Silence Our Political Enemies 

That’s the point. Prosecutorial power aimed at one’s political 
opponents will always bear the taint of illegitimacy. Criminalizing 
politics only pushes the infection deeper into the muscle and 
tissues of the polity, where it will fester into deadly malignance. 
Witnessing Europe’s missteps, Americans should be wary. 
Learning a lesson from another’s mistake is inexpensive. Making 
the same one is costly. 
Let’s not commit unforced errors. Politics should remain outside 
the criminal realm, and crime outside the political. 
Alex Grass is a Young Voices Advocate and a student 
fellow at the Floersheimer Center for Constitutional 
Democracy at Cardozo School of Law. He lives in Brooklyn 
with his wife and two kids. 
http://thefederalist.com/2016/11/06/europes-show-
trials-americas-anti-speech-regime-going/  

_______________________________________________  
Germany probes Zuckerberg for ignoring Holocaust denial posts 

 
Published: 11/06/2016 - 10:40am, updated: 10:53am 

A German lawyer has identified hundreds of offensive posts that 
were reported but never removed from Facebook 
Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg and multiple other fellow 
executives are under investigation in Germany over Nazi-
themed and racist content on the social network, including 
Holocaust denial. 
According to Der Spiegel, prosecutors in Munich launched the 
preliminary probe in response to a criminal complaint from 
Chan-jo Jun, a German lawyer who has been running a 
campaign against hate speech on Facebook. 
Jun reportedly identified over 430 offensive posts on Facebook 
that were reported but never taken down by the company. 
Under German law, social media are obliged to delete any posts 
that incite to violence as soon as they are reported. 
Facebook says the allegations "lack merit.” 
“We are not commenting on the status of a possible 
investigation but we can say that the allegations lack merit and 

there has been no violation of German law by Facebook or its 
employees,” a spokesperson said. 
"There is no place for hate on Facebook. We work closely with 
partners to fight hate speech and foster counter speech.” 
The investigation comes at a time of mounting concern in 
German political circles at the 112 per cent increase in hate 
speech in the German-language internet over the past year. 
In October, Volker Kauder, chairman of the Christian Democratic 
Union party of Germany called for companies to be fined 50,000 
euros for every offensive post they failed to take down. 
Germany’s Nazi past, plus the recent influx of immigrants, 
 means the government is especially sensitive to any 
manifestations of racism. 
http://www.i24news.tv/en/news/international/europe/129469-
161106-germany-probes-zuckerberg-for-ignoring-holocaust-
denial-posts 

___________________________________________ 

 
He made it! 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/sep/22/marine-le-pen-faces-court-on-charge-of-inciting-racial-hatred
http://www.politico.eu/article/left-would-be-annihilated-in-french-elections-poll-emmanuel-macron-francois-hollande-marine-le-pen-socialist-national-front/
https://www.yahoo.com/news/frances-le-pen-could-she-win-104725021.html
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Did Wikileaks make this up? 

 

Donald Trump's Argument For America 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vST61W4bGm8  

  
Team Trump Subscribe10,913 - 6,724,079 views - Published on Nov 6, 2016 

ADLVerified account @ADL_National 

This #Trump ad touches on images and rhetoric 
that anti-Semites have used for ages 

http://ow.ly/I67p305TZuL  

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

George Soros’s Son Chastises Ivanka, Jared for Their ‘Silence’ 
Aimee Levitt 

George Soros’ son has some advice for Jared Kushner and 
Ivanka Trump — heed rabbinic wisdom and disavow Republican 
nominee Donald Trump. 

Alexander Soros, the elderly billionaire’s thirty-something fourth 
child, used social media to invoke the words of Rabbi Joachim 
Prinz, the Jewish religious leader who spoke at the March on 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vST61W4bGm8
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbElcfNJQJHYiNoaV8F7E5g
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbElcfNJQJHYiNoaV8F7E5g
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbElcfNJQJHYiNoaV8F7E5g
https://twitter.com/ADL_National
https://twitter.com/ADL_National
https://twitter.com/hashtag/Trump?src=hash
https://t.co/fKjHU3Bsy5
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Washington, to urge the couple to speak out against the 
Republican candidate. 
Filled with attacks on elite power, the ad pictures George Soros, 
Fed chairman Janet Yellen and Goldman Sachs chief executive 
Lloyd Blankfein, implying that all three are part of “a global 
power structure that is responsible for the economic decisions 
that have robbed our working class, stripped our country of its 
wealth and put that money into the [ pockets of a handful of 
large corporations and political entities.” 
The Anti-Defamation League, a number of rabbis and many 
Democrats criticized the ad for what they saw as anti-Semitic 
dogwhistles. 

Soros wrote in the post, “Trump again descends to anti-
Semitism with latest tv ad. @ivankatrump @jaredkushner 
remember the words of Rabbi Prinz. #WeveSeenThisBefore.” 
Trump again descends to anti-Semitism with latest tv ad. 
@ivankatrump@jaredkushner remember the words of Rabbi 
Prinz. #WeveSeenThisBeforepic.twitter.com/AxdIHQkZtH— 
Alexander Soros (@AlexanderSoros) November 6, 2016  
He included a screenshot of a quote from Prinz’s speech at the 
March on Washington, where he recounted his experiences in 
Nazi Germany. 
“The most important thing that I learned under those tragic 
circumstances was that bigotry and hatred are not the most 
urgent problem,” Prinz said more than five decades ago. “The 
most urgent, the most disgraceful, the most shameful and the 
most tragic problem is silence.” 
Contact Daniel J. Solomon at solomon@forward.com or on 
Twitter @DanielJSolomon 
http://forward.comnews/national/353663/georgesoross
-son-evokes-holocaust-era-rabbi-tochastiseivanka-jared-
for-t/  

------------------------------------------------------------ 

Donald Trump’s Final Ad Evokes 
‘Centuries-Old’ Anti-Semitic Dog Whistles 

Aimee Levitt, 6 November 2016  
In his final appeal to American voters, Donald Trump is now 
blasting the airways in key states with a two-minute long 
campaign ad full of promises for a better future — and laced 
with unmistakable anti-Semitic dog whistles. 
The theme of Trump’s ad is taking back America from the 
political establishment that has taken hold of the nation, 
branding himself as the outsider champion of everyday 
Americans struggling against mighty forces out to exploit the 
country. 
But beyond the use of terms such as “global power structure” 
that is seen by some in the extreme right as a codeword for 
Jewish power, it is the visual images in Trump’s ad that have 
made some Jewish activists feel uneasy. 
As Josh Marshall detailed in Talking Points Memo, Trump’s ad 
leaves no room for doubt on who exactly are those “global 
powers” that are ruining America: 

“The four readily identifiable American bad guys in the ad are 
Hillary Clinton, George Soros (Jewish financier), Janet Yellen 
(Jewish Fed Chair) and Lloyd Blankfein (Jewish Goldman Sachs 
CEO,” he writes, detailing the way Jewish images in the video 
are coordinated with certain themes: 
“The Trump narration immediately preceding Soros and Yellen 
proceeds as follows: ‘The establishment has trillions of dollars at 
stake in this election. For those who control the levers of power 
in Washington [start Soros] and for the global [start Yellen] 
special interests [stop Yellen]. They partner with these people 
[start Clinton] who don’t have your good in mind.’ 
For Blankfein: ‘It’s a global power structure that is responsible 

for the economic decisions that have robbed our working class, 
stripped our country of its wealth and put that money into the 
[start Blankein] pockets of a handful of large corporations [stop 
Blankfein] and political entities.’” 
Jewish leaders insist this is not a case of them being over-
sensitive. 
The Anti-Defamation League’s CEO Jonathan Greenblatt tweeted 
that “whether intentional or not” the use of these images and 
rhetoric “needs to stop.” He called on all sides to avoid 
“conjuring painful stereotypes and baseless conspiracy 
theories.” 
Al Franken, who is Jewish and a Democratic senator, likened the 
ad to the oft-debunked and viciously anti-Semitic “Protocols of 
the Elders of Zion”. The National Jewish Democratic Council 
accused Trump of “casual use of anti-Semitic memes and 
stereotypes” in his campaign and argued that the latest ad 
proves this is a “strategic choice” on behalf of the Republican 
candidate. 
Rabbi Jonah Dov Pesner of the Religious Action Center of Reform 
Judaism denounce Trump for using “contemptuous and 
historically anti-Semitic tropes.” 
“References to ‘the establishment’ and a ‘global power 
structure,’ juxtaposed over images of Jewish public figures, 
create thinly-veiled allusions to centuries-old anti-Semitic 
propaganda,” Pesner said in a press release. 
The Trump campaign, through Jason Greenblatt, who is co-
chairman of Donald J. Trump’s Israel Advisory Committee, 
responded: 
The Republican Jewish Coalition, which has backed Trump even 
though few of its board members have supported him 
financially, made no mention of the controversy in a weekend 
email blast to supporters urging them to back Trump and the 
entire GOP ticket. 
* Contact Nathan Guttman at guttman@forward.com or 
on Twitter @nathanguttman 
 
* http://forward.com/news/national/353563/donald-
trumps-final-ad-evokes-centuries-old-anti-semitic-dog-
whistles/  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

RECUSAL REQUEST DENIED IN WILDERS HATE SPEECH TRIAL 
By Janene Pieters on November 7, 2016 - 09:08 

Judge Elianne van Rens will remain on the hate speech trial 
against PVV leader Geert Wilders. On Friday the court rejected 
the recusal requestWilders' lawyer Geert-Jan Knoops filed 
against her, the Volkskrant reports.  
Knoops accused Van Rens of being biased and rude to the 
defense's expert witness Paul Cliteur in court on Thursday. 
According to the lawyer, Van Rens interrupted Cliteur in a blunt 
manner while he was being questioned. And twice she used the 
adjective "very", as in she said "very strict" instead of just strict. 
"There can be no doubt. This is not the appearance of bias, this 
is simply bias", the lawyer said. 
But according to the recusal chamber, bias could not be proven. 
"Judge Van rense indeed made a mistake. But that can happen, 
it also happens to judges", the court ruled. Van Rens can 

therefore stay part of the trial. About the questioning of Cliteur, 
the court said it is better that a judge takes an active attitude 
rather than having to place every word on the balance scales.  
Knoops is disappointed in the ruling, he said to the Volkskrant 
on Friday. "We are considering. Everying is a possibility also the 
question of whether it is worth while to continue." Wilders 
responded on Twitter: "Scandalous decision by the court. 
Chance of a fair trial now completely gone. We - Mr. Knoops and 
I - will consider." 
Wilders is facing various counts of hate speech charges because 
of statements he made about wanting "fewer Moroccans" in the 
Netherlands while campaigning in The Hague in March 2014.  
http://nltimes.nl/2016/11/07/recusal-request-denied-wilders-
hate-speech-trial  

__________________________________________________ 
Gerhard Ittner bittet:  

In nicht mehr ganz zwei Wochen ist es soweit 
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20. November 2016: Erinnerung an das Rheinwiesenlager- 
Gedenken in Bretzenheim 

 Mit der Bitte um rege Teilnahme, um die 

Bewerbung und die Aufnahme dieses Aufrufs auf 
Euren etwaigen Weltnetzseiten oder in den 
Sozialen Medien sei auf die Gedenkveranstaltung 
für die Opfer der Rheinwiesenlager am 

Totensonntag, 20. November 2016 um 16 Uhr in 
Bretzenheim hingewiesen.  
 
1 Million deutscher Wehrmachtssoldaten 
wertvollsten deutschen Blutes waren dort auf 
unvorstellbar grausame Weise mit größtmöglicher 
Absicht zu Tode gequält und gemartert worden. 

Dieser Holocaust wird von einer durch und durch 
antideutschen Politik entweder heruntergespielt 
oder ganz ignoriert. 
  

Deshalb ist es heute mehr denn je eine heilige 
Pflicht für jeden Deutschen, beim Gedenken für die 

Toten der Rheinwiesenlager dabeizusein. Ja, es 
müßte am 20. November in Bretzenheim für jeden 
der 1 Million in den Rheinwiesenlagern zu Tode 
gekommenen Wehrmachtssoldaten ein Deutscher 
als lebende Trutzburg deutscher Unbeugsamkeit 
und deutschen Überlebenswillens stehen. Als Fanal 
insbesondere auch an eine heute Deutschland und 

das Deutsche Volk immer schneller und gründlicher 
zugrundezurichten bestrebte antideutsche Politik 
des unsäglichen Volksverrats: NICHT MIT UNS, 
UND SCHON GLEICH GAR NICHT BEI UNSEREN 
TOTEN - DEN GEFALLENEN HEILIGEN AHNEN IM 
KAMPF UM DAS LEBEN UNSERES DEUTSCHEN 

REICHES UND VOLKES! 

BITTE KOMMT AM 20. November NACH 
BRETZENHEIM! 

Zum Gedenken für die bestialisch geschundenen, 
gequälten, ermordeten deutschen Opfer des bis heute 
nicht beendeten und mit anderen Mitteln fortgeführten 
Vernichtungskrieges gegen das Deutsche Reich und Volk.  

Es rufen Euch: die Toten und Gemarterten der 
Rheinwiesenlager, des Bombenholocaust, des 
größten und grausamsten 
Vertreibungsvölkermordes der Weltgeschichte, bis 
heute ungesühnt - und bis heute sind dem 
Deutschen Volk große Teile seines Reiches 
entrissen und besetzt. Und nun soll ihm auch noch 

der Rest durch einen Überfremdungskrieg 
entrissen werden. 
Bitte kommt zahlreich und zeigt den Opfern wie 
den Tätern und den heute im Ungeist dieser Täter 
das Deutsche Volk zugrunderichtenden Politikern, 
daß sie nicht vergessen sind, daß nichts vergessen 
ist - daß wir unsere Ahnen nicht verraten und 

unser Vaterland nicht preisgeben!  
Gerhard Ittner 

Totensonntagsandacht zur  
Befreiung von der Befreiungslüge. 

Am 20. November 2016 ab 16:00 Uhr an der B48 
am Rheinwiesenlager-Mahnmal in 55559 
Bretzenheim, vor den Latrinengräbern der vom 
heutigen Regime vergessenen und mißachteten 

geschundenen Deutschen damit auch die 
"befreiten" und zu Tode gequälten Deutschen nicht 

vergessen werden, ein etwas anderes Gedenken 

gegen den regierungsamtlichen Kotau und die 
Lügen der Zeit. 

Völkermord 
von Gerd O.E. Sattler 

  
Dem Weltgewissen wird verschwiegen, 

was einst geschah nach großer Schlacht, 
die Frauen wurden nackt gekreuzigt, 

an Scheunentoren umgebracht. 
 

Man band die Mädchen hinter Panzer 
mit Kälberstricken, Bein an Bein, 

man schliff sie, mehrmals vergewaltigt, 
nackt im Winter über Stock und Stein. 

 

Es mussten deutsche Mütter leuchten, 

wenn man die Tochter schändlich nahm, 

und starben beid´ vor Scham und Schmerzen, 
der Säugling und die Greisin an die Reihe kam. 

 

Es wird noch viele Morde geben, 
weil Frieden oft nicht lange währt; 

doch Völkermord, auch der an Deutschen, 
in der Geschichte nicht verjährt. 

 

 
Kommen Sie bitte in bürgerlicher Kleidung. Bitte keine 
Partei-Fahnen, keine Abzeichen. Reichs- und 
Trauerfahnen, Kerzen, Fackeln, Transparente können 
gerne mitgebracht werden.  
Besonders begrüßenswert wäre es, wenn die Teilnehmer 
Schilder, Tafeln mit den Fotos oder Namen ihrer im 
Krieg oder unter dessen Umständen und Folgen zu Tode 
gekommenen Familienangehörigen mitbringen würden. 

Gebete, Ansprachen, die gehalten werden möchten, bitte 
vorher kurz dem Versammlungsleiter schildern.  

Falls Sie nicht durchgelassen werden, bitte melden unter 
0151-228 10 244  

Der Veranstalter und Versammlungsleiter 

Wilhelm Herbi 

___________________________________________________  
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Finicum’s ghost 

Uneven justice shatters the illusion of freedom 
By John Kaminski pseudoskylax@gmail.com http://therebel.is/news/kamins ki 

For sure, the vast majority of people refuse to realize the 
magnitude of the emergency we are in. They munch their 
snacks, burn their gasoline and think the road goes on forever. 
They ignore the fact that their road could end as easily as it did 
on that snowy highway in eastern Oregon earlier this year, when 
an honorable man speaking on principle to cops who were 
ordered not to listen was shot down for defending our own 
rights as a citizen — which it is now virtually against the law to 
do. 
A few days ago, in a moment of visceral irony, a jury found 
seven of LaVoy Finicum’s comrades at the Malheur National 
Wildlife Refuge incident not guilty of all the fabricated charges 
the government had concocted in its sickening attempt to cover 
up its massive program of unethical land grabs it has conducted 
throughout the western United States for decades which has 
driven small farmers and ranchers to near extinction. 
So, had the cops not murdered Finicum, he would have been 
found innocent. 
And what this bodes for all those who believe that the truth 
should come out is truly ominous. 

An unexpected victory 
The day of the verdict was scandalous. The judge, heavily 
prejudiced toward the One World Government prosecution of 
this group of seven patriots, refused to release them after a jury 
had unexpectedly found them innocent of all charges. A defense 
lawyer, Marcus Mumford, was tased by U.S. marshals in the 
melee that followed. 
Seven innocent men, kept in jail after being found innocent by a 
jury, now stoically prepare to face more trumped up charges 
from their New World Order government while they continue to 
be abused by the authorities who incarcerate them. 
At the opposite end on this lopsided scale of curdled justice are 
the mass of so-called law enforcement officers — feds, locals, 
state police — who should be charged, tried and convicted of the 
premeditated ambush murder of Robert “LaVoy” Finicum on Jan. 
26, 2016. 
A busy rancher enmeshed in a family life that everyone can only 
envy, Finicum had only come to Oregon for the weekend to 
show support for Ammon Bundy and his friends in their protest 
over the unjust jailing of the Hammonds father and son, whose 

ranch was the prize in a controversial strong-armed robbery by 
the Bureau of Land Management. 
This ugly tangent later connects to the military eagerness of the 
government to make more out of the Malheur Wildlife Refuge 
than it actually was, because the priority was to cover up the 
fact that the Hammonds land had already been sold to the 
Russians through a clever international scheme in which Hillary 
Clinton figured prominently. It was all about the uranium the 
property is said to contain. http://www.nytimes.com/2015/0 
4/24/us/cash-flowed-to-clinton -foundation-as-russians-presse 
d-for-control-of-uranium-compa ny.html 
Perhaps it was only a preternatural coincidence Clinton should 
jump into the news from another angle that contrasts the fate of 
a good man who only told the truth about what the government 
was doing with a corrupted woman whom it appears will never 
get arrested no matter what she does. 
The vivid example of the unfairness and the illegitimacy of 
American justice is shattered when you compare the preferential 
treatment of Hillary Clinton, whom the FBI chief admitted had 
committed crimes but would not be prosecuted because she had 
not attempted to commit them, to the rough justice LaVoy 
Finicum received — a death penalty for “crimes” a jury ruled his 
friends innocent of. 
The contemporary rough justice of the United States allows 
millionairess Hillary to walk, while LaVoy Finicum gets brought 
down in a hail of bullets for trying to advocate justice for 
farmers and ranchers whose lands are being stolen by the 
federal government. 

And not for legitimate government purposes, either, but for the 
ill-gotten gains of sleazy politicians like Hillary Clinton, Harry 
Reid, and assorted Oregon princelings. 
Without getting too bogged down in the details of past events, it 
is safe to say that the new way of dealing with individuals who 
say things that those running the government don’t like is 
simply to murder them. 
Chief among the recent victims have been the 25 holistic 
doctors that Big Pharma does not want curing cancer, or, a few 
years back, the 53 microbiologists all dying strange deaths 
because the government didn’t want them talking about what 
was really in those flu vaccines. Banker “suicides” are also high 
on the list. 
It should come as no surprise that a government that would 
murder people at random all over the world and call it collateral 
damage would have no trouble murdering its own citizens. Just 
look at 9/11 or any of the other false flag atrocities that have 
been inflicted upon American citizens in a futile attempt to get 
us to give up our guns. 
All these people were killed because of the sinister plans of this 
demented band of neocons who think people’s lives are only 
blips on a screen by which their profits are measured, and when 
it comes down to it, are not really Americans at all. 

It’s the state vs. you, my friend 
The brave efforts of the Bundys and their friends of course 
stretches back a couple of years when the Bureau of Land 
Management started killing the cows of Ammon Bundy’s father 
Cliven, claiming he was illegally grazing them on public land. 
While Cliven argued his family had pastured its cattle on the 
land in question since the 1880s, the government insisted the 
laws had changed and declared Cliven was in arrears on his 
taxes. 
That fracas ended in an uneasy, much publicized standoff, but 
less than two years later, the moment Cliven flew to Oregon to 
support his son’s principled efforts on behalf of the Hammond 
family — whose land was also being stolen by the feds — he was 
arrested and slammed into jail, where the 72-year-old rancher 
has been held under duress ever since. 
The Oregon farmers Dwight and Stephen Hammond had already 
served time for a fire the BLM insisted they illegally started, but 

the feds wanted to remove them from the picture so they 
brought in another judge to resentence them who forced them 
to sign an agreement that if they sold their property, it must be 
to the BLM. 
With the leaders of the Hammond clan in jail, there is no way 
the remainder of the family can run the ranch. 
It was a situation much like the Bundy dilemma, with the feds 
driven by corrupt politicians — notably Sen. Harry Reid (D-NV), 
who had a deal in place through his son to sell the federal land 
the Bundy family had grazed on for years — to evict landowners 
because of the moneymaking plans of Washington insiders. 
This struggle is far from over. Many of the protesters remain in 
jail as the government configures new ridiculous charges to 
keep them incarcerated. 
Subsequent testimony during the trial revealed that the 
protesters were sabotaged by more than a dozen police 
informants among those pretending to be patriots (which 
indicates the importance the government placed on this case). 
But the tiniest hope for freedom flickers in actions taken like 
those of the Bundy jury who were not afraid to tell the 
government its trumped up charges in defense of international 
corporate intrigue were going to be laughed out of court by a 
populace that is actually much smarter than the government 
thinks. 
Attorney Mumford’s colleague, Morgan Philpot, termed the 
attack “very symbolic of the inappropriate escalation of force by 
the federal government.” 
Elated by the surprise verdict, Ammon Bundy’s lawyer Morgan 
Philpot said, “The Constitution of the United States won a much 
needed victory.” 

mailto:pseudoskylax@gmail.com
http://therebel.is/news/kaminski
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/04/24/us/cash-flowed-to-clinton-foundation-as-russians-pressed-for-control-of-uranium-company.html?_r=0
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/04/24/us/cash-flowed-to-clinton-foundation-as-russians-pressed-for-control-of-uranium-company.html?_r=0
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/04/24/us/cash-flowed-to-clinton-foundation-as-russians-pressed-for-control-of-uranium-company.html?_r=0
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Another attorney monitoring the case, Roger Roots, said, “Our 
executive branch has become an overly violent and chronic 
abuser of the people and the Constitution.” 

‘Fabulous’ Fabio 
The turning point of the trial, according to Roots, came with 
questions from Tiffany Harris, standby counsel for defendant 
Shawna Cox, eliciting the testimony of “fabulous” Fabio 
Minoggio — who went by the alias of John Killman — who 
admitted teaching protesters how to pull people out of cars at 
gunpoint as well as giving lessons in hand-to-hand combat. He 
admitted on the stand that he was a government informant. 
http://www.oregonlive.com/oregonstandoff/2016/11/who_was_j 

ohn_killman_a_tip_and.html 
Interviewed on Sacred Cow BBQ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p3Gr3zqAHzI&t=3s&list=PL
fByVSidK8MtP084vWc__GghpALPqYnI& index=1. 
Roots said the trial turned on this testimony and credited the 
detective work of Lisa Maxfield and Harris for tracking this 
character down and getting him on the stand. 
Knowledgable observers of the trial and the saga of the Bundys 
vs. the Bureau of Land Management remain convinced that 
between nine and 15 government informants were strategically 
placed among the Malheur protesters to guarantee the worst 
possible outcome. 
Mark McConnell, a driver in the fatal caravan that ended in 
Finicum being gunned down in the snow by dozens of cops, and 
Ryan Payne seem to have attracted the most suspicions as likely 
informants, but others have still not been conclusively identified. 
The defendants were accused of conspiring to prevent 
employees of the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service and Bureau of 
Land Management from performing their duties at the Malheur 
National Wildlife Refuge in rural eastern Oregon. Yet federal 
prosecutors failed to produce a single piece of evidence of any 
specfic threat aimed at a USFWS or BLM employee.  
Full coverage the entire trial can be found at  
http://thestampedenews.com (10-31 edition) 

Only by Blood and Suffering 
LaVoy Finicum wrote a book that became his own epitaph and 
presaged his own sacrifice. It was titled, eerily, “Only by Blood 
and Suffering: Regaining Lost Freedom”. 
The ghost of that most admirable man, with 11 respectful 
children to whom he imparted the same gifts that led him to 
give his life for justice, hovers over all the proceedings involving 
the Bunkerville and Malheur miscarriages of justice. 
“He was worshipped,” said Patricia Aiken, host of Sacred Cow 
BBQ and editor of The Stampede weekly newspaper. “Everyone 
was his neighbor.” 
Other men who were killed by the government for opposing its 
criminal schemes are too numerous to mention. 
The message that LaVoy Finicum’s ghost sends to all those who 
seek to live honest lives is that our government has been taken 
over by evil men who will shoot you down if you quarrel with the 
tyrannical rules they have imposed on the whole world. 

As it has with most politicians, this has had a chilling effect on 
everybody who decides that our government must be held 
responsible for all the lies it has told and continues to tell. 
A diabolically planned ambush that poured a hundred bullets 
into the vehicle Finicum was driving clearly shows the disregard 
this New World Order government has for the ordinary people 
whose rights and lives it is supposed to protect. 
And the ghost of LaVoy Finicum lingers in everyone’s mind who 
chooses to oppose the lies and crimes of the people who are 
supposed to protect us and work for the benefit of all humanity. 
Instead, behind a fusillade of lies, these evil men sacrifice 
everything and everyone to the god of war the Jewish bankers 

worship. 
Lavoy Finicum’s fate foreshadows the destiny of all flag-waving, 
God-fearing, patriotic American citizens. His devotion to 
principle and honor got him murdered by demonic cops intent 
on enforcing the unchallengeable rules of our new One World 
Government. 
I couldn’t help but be struck by President Obama’s eagerness to 
congratulate a marginal athlete for “coming out” as a 
homosexual, but for a quintessential American patriot and 
beloved friend and father needlessly gunned down by Obama’s 
storm troopers, not a word, and I’m certain, not even a thought 
as our fraudulent president was playing golf. 

America has chosen evil 
It’s OK to be tough, but it’s not OK to be heartless.  
We look back at the Nuremberg trials and reflect upon the 
gruesome fact that American prosecutors had to crush the 
testicles of nearly all the German witnesses to get them to 
confess to the crimes Jewish prosecutors insisted they had 
committed. Our victorious government later murdered — 
starved to death — more than 2 million German prisoners whom 
they left in a field to die.  
Yet all we hear 72 years later are the pious protestations of 
Jews bewailing how they were Holocausted, when it was they 
themselves who created the tragedy of World War II. 
An army that gives medals for this sort of thing will never be in 
control of itself. 
Atrocities are nothing but the outer flailings of our inner 
demons.  
To be riddled with bullets from people who will never be charged 
with the crime is the message our government sends to its 
people to those who choose to oppose its criminal commands. 
LaVoy Finicum’s ghost is here to remind you that America has 
chosen evil. 
 
*John Kaminski is a writer who lives on the Gulf Coast of 
Florida, constantly trying to figure out why we are 
destroying ourselves, and pinpointing a corrupt belief 
system as the engine of our demise. Solely dependent on 
contributions from readers, please support his work by 
mail: 6871 Willow Creek Circle #103, North Port FL 34287 
USA. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Donald Trump wins 2016 presidential election:  
victory speech, full transcript 

Updated by Tara Golshan  Nov 9, 2016, 3:06am EST 
Against all odds, polls, and projections, Donald Trump claimed 
victory in the presidential election Tuesday, delivering a speech 
at the Hilton Hotel in New York City on Tuesday to a cheering 
crowd of supporters. 
It was an unexpected outcome for the Republican candidate, 
who beat out not only a stacked GOP primary field but also an 
even more formidable opponent in Hillary Clinton, who was 
consistently ahead of him in the polls up and in a much stronger 
position on the electoral map. 
Not to mention the fact that Trump has been mired in scandals 
and gaffes throughout the election. More than a dozen women 
have accused him of sexual assault after a hot mic tape 
revealed him bragging about “grabbing” women by the genitals; 
he has made vague insinuations connecting President Obama 
and Clinton to terrorism groups; he led a campaign built on wild 

inaccuracies and vague to nonexistent policy proposals; and he 
built his campaign on divisive anti-immigrant and anti-Muslim 
rhetoric, garnering even the support of white nationalists. 
Despite all this, however, Trump managed to strike a chord with 
the American people as an unorthodox candidate without a 
political background, selling a call for a Southern border wall, a 
temporary ban on Muslim immigrants, and his strong opposition 
to trade deals, among his other bombastic talking points. 
All the worry over Trump’s possible refusal to concede the 
election is now moot. He is the one who got to accept Clinton’s 
concession. 
Below Vox will publish a rush transcript of his speech in 
full. [Editor’s note: The transcript may have missing 
words or phrases.] 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

http://www.oregonlive.com/oregonstandoff/2016/11/who_was_j%20ohn_killman_a_tip_and.html
http://www.oregonlive.com/oregonstandoff/2016/11/who_was_j%20ohn_killman_a_tip_and.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p3Gr3zqAHzI&t=3s&list=PLfByVSidK8MtP084vWc__GghpALPqYnI&%20index=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p3Gr3zqAHzI&t=3s&list=PLfByVSidK8MtP084vWc__GghpALPqYnI&%20index=1
http://thestampedenews.com/
http://www.vox.com/authors/tara-golshan
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Thank you. Thank you very much, everyone. Sorry to 
keep you waiting. Complicated business, complicated. 

Thank you very much. 
I've just received a call from Secretary Clinton. She 

congratulated us. It’s about us. On our victory, and I 
congratulated her and her family on a very, very hard-
fought campaign. 
I mean, she fought very hard. Hillary has worked very 
long and very hard over a long period of time, and we 

owe her a major debt of gratitude for her service to our 
country. 
I mean that very sincerely. Now it is time for America to 
bind the wounds of division, have to get together. To all 
Republicans and Democrats and independents across this 
nation, I say it is time for us to come together as one 
united people. 

It is time. I pledge to every citizen of our land that I will 
be president for all of Americans, and this is so important 
to me. For those who have chosen not to support me in 

the past, of which there were a few people, I'm reaching 
out to you for your guidance and your help so that we 
can work together and unify our great country. As I've 

said from the beginning, ours was not a campaign but 
rather an incredible and great movement, made up of 
millions of hard-working men and women who love their 
country and want a better, brighter future for themselves 
and for their family. 
It is a movement comprised of Americans from all races, 
religions, backgrounds, and beliefs, who want and expect 

our government to serve the people, and serve the 
people it will. 
Working together, we will begin the urgent task of 
rebuilding our nation and renewing the American dream. 
I've spent my entire life in business, looking at the 

untapped potential in projects and in people all over the 
world. 

That is now what I want to do for our country. 
Tremendous potential. I've gotten to know our country 
so well. Tremendous potential. It is going to be a 
beautiful thing. Every single American will have the 
opportunity to realize his or her fullest potential. The 
forgotten men and women of our country will be 

forgotten no longer. 
We are going to fix our inner cities and rebuild our 
highways, bridges, tunnels, airports, schools, hospitals. 
We're going to rebuild our infrastructure, which will 
become, by the way, second to none, and we will put 
millions of our people to work as we rebuild it. We will 
also finally take care of our great veterans who have 

been so loyal, and I've gotten to know so many over this 
18-month journey. 
The time I've spent with them during this campaign has 
been among my greatest honors. 
Our veterans are incredible people. We will embark upon 
a project of national growth and renewal. I will harness 
the creative talents of our people, and we will call upon 

the best and brightest to leverage their tremendous 
talent for the benefit of all. It is going to happen. We 
have a great economic plan. We will double our growth 
and have the strongest economy anywhere in the world. 
At the same time, we will get along with all other nations 
willing to get along with us. We will be. We will have 

great relationships. We expect to have great, great 

relationships. No dream is too big, no challenge is too 
great. Nothing we want for our future is beyond our 
reach. 

America will no longer settle for anything less than the 
best. We must reclaim our country's destiny and dream 

big and bold and daring. We have to do that. We're going 
to dream of things for our country, and beautiful things 

and successful things once again. 
I want to tell the world community that while we will 
always put America's interests first, we will deal fairly 
with everyone, with everyone. 
All people and all other nations. We will seek common 

ground, not hostility; partnership, not conflict. And now I 
would like to take this moment to thank some of the 
people who really helped me with this, what they are 
calling tonight a very, very historic victory. 
First, I want to thank my parents, who I know are 
looking down on me right now. Great people. I've 
learned so much from them. They were wonderful in 

every regard. Truly great parents. I also want to thank 
my sisters, Marianne and Elizabeth, who are here with us 
tonight. Where are they? They're here someplace. 

They're very shy, actually. 
And my brother Robert, my great friend. Where is 
Robert? Where is Robert? 

My brother Robert, and they should be on this stage, but 
that's okay. They're great. 
And also my late brother Fred, great guy. Fantastic guy. 
Fantastic family. I was very lucky. 
Great brothers, sisters, great, unbelievable parents. To 
Melania and Don and Ivanka and Eric and Tiffany and 
Barron, I love you and I thank you, and especially for 

putting up with all of those hours. This was tough. 
This was tough. This political stuff is nasty, and it is 
tough. So I want to thank my family very much. Really 
fantastic. Thank you all. Thank you all. Lara, 
unbelievable job. Unbelievable. Vanessa, thank you. 

Thank you very much. What a great group. 
You've all given me such incredible support, and I will tell 

you that we have a large group of people. You know, 
they kept saying we have a small staff. Not so small. 
Look at all of the people that we have. Look at all of 
these people. 
And Kellyanne and Chris and Rudy and Steve and David. 
We have got tremendously talented people up here, and 

I want to tell you it's been very, very special. 
I want to give a very special thanks to our former mayor, 
Rudy Giuliani. He's unbelievable. Unbelievable. He 
traveled with us and he went through meetings, and 
Rudy never changes. Where is Rudy. Where is he? 
[Chanting "Rudy"] 
Gov. Chris Christie, folks, was unbelievable. Thank you, 

Chris. The first man, first senator, first major, major 
politician — let me tell you, he is highly respected in 
Washington because he is as smart as you get. Sen. Jeff 
Sessions. Where is Jeff? A great man. Another great 
man, very tough competitor. He was not easy. He was 
not easy. Who is that? Is that the mayor that showed 
up? Is that Rudy? 

Up here. Really a friend to me, but I'll tell you, I got to 
know him as a competitor because he was one of the 
folks that was negotiating to go against those 
Democrats, Dr. Ben Carson. Where's been? Where is 
Ben? By the way, Mike Huckabee is here someplace, and 
he is fantastic. Mike and his familiar bring Sarah, thank 

you very much. Gen. Mike Flynn. Where is Mike? And 

Gen. Kellogg. We have over 200 generals and admirals 
that have endorsed our campaign and there are special 
people. 
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We have 22 Congressional Medal of Honor people. A very 
special person who, believe me, I read reports that I 

wasn't getting along with him. I never had a bad second 
with him. He's an unbelievable star. He is — that's right, 

how did you possibly guess? Let me tell you about 
Reince. I've said Reince. I know it. I know it. Look at all 
of those people over there. I know it, Reince is a 
superstar. I said, they can't call you a superstar, Reince, 
unless we win it. Like Secretariat. He would not have 

that bust at the track at Belmont. 
Reince is really a star and he is the hardest-working guy, 
and in a certain way I did this. Reince, come up here. 
Get over here, Reince. 
Boy, oh, boy, oh, boy. It's about time you did this right. 
My God. Nah, come here. Say something. 
[Reince Priebus: Ladies and gentlemen, the next 

president of the united States, Donald Trump! Thank 
you. It's been an honor. God bless. Thank God.] 
Amazing guy. Our partnership with the RNC was so 

important to the success and what we've done, so I also 
have to say, I've gotten to know some incredible people. 
The Secret Service people. They're tough and they're 

smart and they're sharp and I don't want to mess around 
with them, I can tell ya. And when I want to go and wave 
to a big group of people and they rip me down and put 

me back down in the seat, but they are fantastic people 
so I want to thank the Secret Service. 

And law enforcement in New York City, they're here 
tonight. These are spectacular people, sometimes under 

appreciated unfortunately. We appreciate them. So it's 
been what they call an historic event, but to be really 
historic, we have to do a great job, and I promise you 
that I will not let you down. We will do a great job. We 
will do a great job. I look very much forward to being 

your president, and hopefully at the end of two years or 
three years or four years or maybe even eight years you 
will say so many of you worked so hard for us, with you. 
You will say that — you will say that that was something 
that you were — really were very proud to do and I can 
— thank you very much. 
And I can only say that while the campaign is over, our 

work on this movement is now really just beginning. 
We're going to get to work immediately for the American 
people, and we're going to be doing a job that hopefully 

you will be so proud of your president. You will be so 
proud. Again, it's my honor. 
It's an amazing evening. It's been an amazing two-year 

period, and I love this country. Thank you. 
Thank you very much. Thank you to Mike Pence. 
http://www.vox.com/policyandpolitics/2016/11/9/135
69124/donald-trump-wins-2016-presidential-election-
victory-speech-transcript  
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NBC Demands Trump Immediately ‘Rectify’ Possible 
‘Economic Collapse’ He’s Caused By Winning 
By Curtis Houck | | November 9, 2016 | 4:23 AM EST 
Minutes after President-Elect Donald Trump concluded his 
victory speech that ended on Wednesday around 3:00 a.m. 
Eastern, the cast of characters immediately demanded that 
Trump seek to “rectify” the tumbling stock market that could 
lead to an “economic collapse” similar to what Barack Obama 
inherited when he was inaugurated in 2009.  

 
Stunned Chris Matthews: Loser Hillary Won the Debates, 
Had ‘Best Ad Campaign’ 
By Scott Whitlock | | November 9, 2016 | 3:42 AM EST 
A stunned Chris Matthews struggled to comprehend Hillary 
Clinton’s loss and the victory of Donald Trump on election night. 
On MSNBC, Matthews sputtered, “[Clinton] won every debate by 
all standards. Every debate.... She had the best ad campaign, 
the best ground game.”  

 
Stephen Colbert’s Freak-Out: ‘What the F**k Is 
Happening?!’ 
By Nicholas Fondacaro | | November 9, 2016 | 2:52 AM EST 
With Donald Trump defying the liberal media’s expectations and 
dismantling Hillary Clinton’s Rust Belt “firewall,” Stephen Colbert 
began to freak out live on The Late Show Tuesday evening. “You 
don't need to stand for me. You don’t need to chant my name, 
America doesn't have dictators… yet,” he quipped. Colbert 
chatted with the audience about how nice it is that the election 
was coming to an end, but his frustrations seemed to be riding 
high as he took them out on Trump’s supporters. 

 
ABC’s Martha Raddatz Gets Emotional as She Bashes 
Trump 
By Scott Whitlock | | November 9, 2016 | 2:45 AM EST 
ABC News journalist Martha Raddatz on election night struggled 
to not get emotional as the night got worse for Hillary Clinton. 
Speaking of Trump on foreign policy, her voice quivered, “I was 
also looking back [voice breaks] at an interview Tim Kaine gave. 
Tim Kaine has a son in the Marine Corps. He was asked, by John 
Dickerson, ‘So if Donald Trump is democratically elected, and 
your son is serving as a Marine, you wouldn't trust his life under 
that commander-in-chief? And Kaine said, ‘I wouldn't.”  

 
Hollywood Channels Resignation, Revenge: ‘Revolution is 
Coming’ 
By Sarah Stites | | November 9, 2016 | 1:52 AM EST 
By midnight, things were not looking good in the Clinton camp. 
After their earlier expressions of panic and disbelief, many stars 
seemed to resign themselves to the probable outcome of a 
Trump presidency.  

 
Whoa: Slate’s Bouie Compares Possible Trump Victory to 
Defeat of Civil War Reconstruction 
By Curtis Houck | | November 9, 2016 | 1:40 AM EST 
The 2016 presidential election began breaking toward 
Republican Donald Trump as Tuesday night wore on into 
Wednesday and over on CBS, Slate columnist Jamelle Bouie 
repeatedly played the race card and even shamefully compared 
the surprise and repudiation of the establishment to racists and 
segregationists defeating Civil War Reconstruction.  

 
Celeb D.L. Hughley Sneers of Trump: ‘My Daddy Survived 
Jim Crow’ 
By Scott Whitlock | | November 9, 2016 | 1:10 AM EST 
The celebrity freak out continued on election night as Trump did 
well all over the country. The liberal women of The View 
anchored live coverage on the Lifetime network. Actor and host 
D.L. Hughley appeared as a guest and sneered, “people are 
talking about leaving. My daddy survived Jim Crow, I can 
survive Donald Trump.”  

 
Shocked Trevor Noah: ‘Sh**ing My Pants’ Over Trump: 
‘End of the World’ 
By Scott Whitlock | | November 8, 2016 | 11:50 PM EST 
With Donald Trump doing significantly better than predicted in 
many states on election night, Daily Show host Trevor Noah 
opened his show by admitting he was “shitting his "pants” over 
the results and by America’s “hate.” He also declared it the “end 
of the world.” Noah mourned, “I'm Trevor Noah. We are live 
across many channels. Thank you so much for tuning in. It is 
election night, 11PM on the east coast. 8 out west and 9am 
tomorrow in the middle of the Pacific Ocean, which is where we 
may soon want to live. This is it, the end of the presidential race 
and it feels like the end of the world.”  
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CNN: ‘Trump Was Right,’ ‘Pollsters and Predictors’ Missed 
Wave 
By Nicholas Fondacaro | | November 8, 2016 | 11:48 PM EST 
As Election Tuesday marched, the stability of Hillary Clinton’s 
Rust Belt “fire wall” defense was clearly in doubt. As Ohio fell to 
Trump, and Michigan and Wisconsin poised to do the same, 
CNN’s Jake Tapper admitted that the experts obviously missed 
something. “We still don't know what's going to happen in 
Michigan, Pennsylvania, Virginia, or New Hampshire,” he 
explained to his colleagues, “But Donald Trump is competitive in 
all four of them, and it is entirely possible that -- that there is a 
wave out there that the pollsters and the predictors and all the 
vote modelers did not see coming at all.” 

 
Veep Actress and Energy Fortune Heiress Plugs Clinton, 

Climate Change 
By Sarah Stites | | November 8, 2016 | 10:34 AM EST 
There’s nothing like a fake president played by a Hollywood 
celeb to really inspire civic duty. That’s why Julia Louis-Dreyfus, 
known for her Emmy-winning Veep role as politician Selina 
Meyer, took to the screen to encourage the millennial vote, 
specifically regarding the issue of climate change. (If you’re 
getting tired of celebrity vote videos, please know that we 
wholeheartedly share that sentiment).  

 
CNBC’s Kernen: NYT Staff Has An ‘Honorary Position’ in 

Clinton Campaign 
By Sam Dorman | | November 8, 2016 | 8:47 AM EST 
CNBC’s Joe Kernen slammed anti-Trump media bias on Nov. 8, 
and branded the New York Times as an honorary member of the 
Clinton campaign. He joked that The New York Times staff had 
“honorary position” in the Clinton campaign.  

 
Bulletproof Supergirl Lectures 'Guns are Bad No Matter 

Who Controls Them' 
By Lindsay Kornick | | November 8, 2016 | 1:20 AM EST 

After butchering the issue of illegal immigration in previous 
episodes, CW's Supergirl apparently felt it was ready to take on 

gun control in the latest episode “Crossfire.” This week the 
argument is about as substantial as another election TV spot. 

 
Chris Matthews: ‘Hillary Is Going to Win,’ So How Can 

Women Vote Trump? 
By Nicholas Fondacaro | | November 8, 2016 | 12:29 AM EST 

According to MSNBC’s Chris Matthews on Monday’s Hardball, the 
election is already over and Hillary Clinton is the winner. And 
knowing that going to the polls on Election Day how can a 
woman possibly vote for Donald Trump and not be a part of 
making history, he wondered to his all liberal panel. Matthew’s 
argument sounded more like he was talking down to and trying 
shame women into vote for Hillary Clinton.  

 
On Eve of Election, NBC Touts GOP Losing Support with 

Latinos 
By Nicholas Fondacaro | | November 7, 2016 | 9:44 PM EST 

With the polls closing in roughly 24 hours NBC News took it 
upon themselves, during Monday’s NBC Nightly News, to tout 
how Republicans have been losing the support of Latino voters 
over the years. Reporter Gabe Gutierrez seemed to mock GOP 
nominee Donald Trump for claiming he would do well with the 
Latino community. “Among Latinos, Hillary Clinton leads him by 
45 percentage points,” he reported, “Since winning the White 
House in 2004, the GOP has lost more Hispanic support each 

election cycle.”  

 
Washington Post’s ‘Best’ Campaign Media Moments: Hits 

on Trump 
By Brent Baker | | November 7, 2016 | 8:06 PM EST 
For Monday’s newspaper, Washington Post media columnist 
Margaret Sullivan put together a list of the thirteen “best” media 
moments of the campaign. Ten of the thirteen – surprise, 
surprise – were stories meant to undermine Donald Trump. Only 
one of the thirteen was harmful to Hillary Clinton and two were 
arguably neutral. 

 
Mother Jones Pundit: When It Comes to Honesty, Hillary 

‘Is Mother Teresa Compared to Donald Trump’ 
By Tom Johnson | | November 7, 2016 | 5:58 PM EST 
Conservatives are unwilling to let Hillary be Hillary where 
transparency is concerned, and “it drives them crazy,” believes 
Kevin Drum. In a post last Wednesday, Drum argued that 
whenever the right has “forced…openness on Clinton in an effort 
to destroy her,” it’s “done nothing except paint a portrait of a 
pretty normal politician,” a failure that’s left those conservatives 
with “bizarre levels” of “Clinton Derangement Syndrome.” 
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CNBC’s Harwood Denies Allegation of ‘Collusion’ With 

Clinton Campaign 
By Sam Dorman | | November 7, 2016 | 5:26 PM EST 
Leaked emails from the Clinton campaign cast doubts on CNBC 
Chief Washington Correspondent John Harwood’s ability to be an 
objective reporter when it came to Hillary Clinton. But after The 
Hill accused Harwood on Nov. 7, of colluding with the Clinton 
campaign, he denied the charge on Twitter. 

 
Stephanopoulos Badgers Conway on Clinton E-Mails; Goes 

Soft On Mook 
By Matthew Balan | | November 7, 2016 | 5:17 PM EST 
On Monday's GMA, ABC's George Stephanopoulos hounded 
Trump campaign manager Kellyanne Conway on James Conway 
announcing that the FBI would not change its findings on the 
Hillary Clinton e-mail scandal. The Clinton Foundation donor 
wondered, "Do you accept [Comey's] finding now?" 
Stephanopoulos also played up that Comey "said that no 
reasonable prosecutor would bring the case, and the 
investigation is closed now." 

 
Clinton Dodges Gay Paper’s Q About Donations From Gay-

Persecuting Countries 
By Sam Dorman | | November 7, 2016 | 4:55 PM EST 
Democratic presidential nominee Hillary Clinton ducked a 
question from a gay newspaper about her foundation taking 
millions of dollars from countries that persecute gays. In 
an exclusive interview with The Washington Blade published 
Nov. 3, Clinton touted the Clinton Foundation’s fight against HIV 
and claimed, “As your president, I will continue to fight for LGBT 
rights here in the United States and around the globe.” 

 
Celeb James Taylor 'Baffled' Why People Don't Trust 

'Honest' Hillary Clinton 
By Scott Whitlock | | November 7, 2016 | 4:47 PM EST 

MSNBC, yet again, featured liberal celebrity James Taylor on 
Monday. This time, the singer admitted that he was “baffled” as 

to why anyone wouldn’t trust the “honest” Hillary Clinton. 
Talking to Katy Tur, he earnestly cheered, “I think that she is a 

positive, caring, sincere and honest person in spite of this.” 

 
Ooops: Local TV Journalists Fired After Touting 

Appearance at Hillary Rally Featuring Jay Z 
By Melissa Mullins | | November 7, 2016 | 3:52 PM EST 
Last week when rap star Jay Z held serve at a concert in 
Cleveland’s Quicken Loans Arena in hopes of spurring a big 
voter turnout of millennials and African-Americans for 
Democratic presidential nominee Hillary Clinton, local ABC 
affiliate WEWS Good Morning Cleveland anchor Jackie Fernandez 
and meteorologist Somara Theodore not only waited in line on 
company time, but blasted photographs of their little excursion 
all over social media.  

 
CNN's Cuomo Again Wrongly Claims Comey 'Says No 

Crime' by Clinton 
By Brad Wilmouth | | November 7, 2016 | 2:04 PM EST 
On Monday's New Day, during a segment with Wisconsin 
Republican Rep. Sean Duffy, CNN anchor Chris Cuomo made his 
latest claim that FBI Director James Comey found that Hillary 
Clinton did not commit a crime in her handling of her State 
Department work email, even though the FBI director merely 
declined to recommend trying to prosecute her without directly 
stating his view on whether she committed a crime. Cuomo: 
"There's no question that the email thing was wrong. It was 
unusual for Comey to say 'extremely careless.' The FBI doesn't 
usually talk that way, but certainly he echoed the way a lot of 
people feel. I'm not asking about that. I'm saying, Comey says 
there's no crime." 

 
The Obama Economy: Worse Than the Great Depression 

on One Key Metric 
By Tom Blumer | | November 7, 2016 | 1:37 PM EST 
If you believe the Obama administration, the Hillary Clinton 
campaign and their apparatchiks in the press — and as we've 
learned during the past several weeks, all three work 
assiduously to sing from the same hymnal — the economy we've 
seen during the presidency of Barack Obama has been one of 
slow but still acceptable recovery and (yes, this word has been 
frequently used) "durable" expansion. 

 
Andrea Mitchell Loses It Over ‘Extraordinary,’ ‘Magical’ 

Hillary Rally in New Hampshire 
By Curtis Houck | | November 7, 2016 | 1:12 PM EST 
With credit to my colleague Brent Baker for spotting this classic 
case of Andrea Mitchell flashing her liberal bias, the MSNBC host 
and NBC News correspondent could barely contain her 
excitement for a Sunday night Hillary Clinton rally that she 
described as being both “extraordinary” and “magical.”  
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Marvel Comics Superhero Uses Her Powers to Help Elect 

Hillary Clinton 
By Randy Hall | | November 8, 2016 | 4:50 PM EST 
Superheroes in comic books usually use their time, powers and 
weapons righting wrongs, helping people in trouble and 
defeating supervillains who often want to conquer the planet. 
However, that's not the case with Ms. Marvel -- whose secret 
identity is Kamala Khan, a Muslim-American teenager -- in the 
next issue of her title from Marvel Comics, when the polymorph 
who can change her shape and lengthen her arms and legs tries 
to encourage people in her New Jersey hometown to vote for 
Hillary Clinton. 

 
NY Times Links Media Bias Critics to Death Wishes, Sees 

‘Sunny’ Clinton, ‘Harsh’ Trump 
By Clay Waters | | November 8, 2016 | 4:36 PM EST 
The lead story in the New York Times Election Day, “At Election’s 
End, A Sunny Tone Meets Dark” was penned by reporter Michael 
Barbaro, last seen composing a loving vignette of a joyous 
Hillary Clinton dancing in the rain. Meanwhile, Matt 
Flegenheimer suggested Sarah Palin and the Tea Party were to 
blame for the campaign’s dark tone, and even blamed 
conservative critics of the news media indirectly for alleged 
death wishes against Obama and Hillary Clinton shouted at GOP 
campaign rallies 

 
Eleanor Clift Gushes Hillary Survived 'Hazing...With 

Stamina and Grace' On the Edge of Victory 
By Tim Graham | | November 8, 2016 | 4:16 PM EST 
Eleanor Clift at the Daily Beast posted an early draft of the 
liberal/feminist euphoria over the first female president before 
the results came in, noting that "unfortunate baggage" is a 
small part of "the arc of history that brought us to this point, the 
hazing that Hillary Rodham Clinton survived with such stamina 
and grace to stand on the precipice of victory." 

 
Election Open Thread 

By Tom Blumer | | November 8, 2016 | 4:14 PM EST 
Hello to all. I appreciate being given the awesome task of 
handling tonight's NewsBusters 2016 general election thread. 
We'll go live somewhere around 5:30-6 p.m. ET and hang in 
there as long as we need to (hopefully not as long as 2000, for 
those of you who remember staying up til 6 a.m. the next 

morning and STILL not knowing who won -- and we wouldn't 
know for another 5 weeks or so.) 

 
Jorge’s Horror Show: Hate Rising 

By MRC Latino Staff | | November 8, 2016 | 3:51 PM EST 
To cap off his coverage of the 2016 presidential election cycle, 
Univision and Fusion anchor Jorge Ramos hosted a 
documentary, titled “Hate Rising”, designed to hammer home 
the central narrative of his election coverage: that Donald 
Trump represents a racist, hate-driven threat of virtually 
Hitlerian proportions to the Latino and immigrant population of 
the United States. 

 
HuffPo Blog: ‘Vote For Hillary’ If You’re Against Abortion 

By Katie Yoder | | November 8, 2016 | 3:45 PM EST 
Hillary Clinton is the pro-life candidate this election, according to 
one Huffington Post blogger. 

 
Washington Post Editor: Being Biased on Climate is ‘For 

the Better’ 
By Julia A. Seymour | | November 8, 2016 | 3:26 PM EST 
Although many on the left wanted climate change to have a 
higher profile in the 2016 presidential race, one Washington 
Post editor claimed the heated campaign “could change the 
climate debate for the better.” 
Washington Post Digital Opinions Editor James Downie repeated 
a series of climate alarmist claims and complained Hillary 
Clinton’s stated climate policy isn’t sufficient. But he found a 
silver lining in the way journalists chose to abandon objectivity 
this campaign season. 

 
Ellen Whines: Hillary ‘Cannot Catch a Break’ With E-Mail 

Scandal 
By Kyle Drennen | | November 8, 2016 | 3:20 PM EST 
Commiserating with left-wing Massachusetts Senator Elizabeth 
Warren on Monday, daytime talk show host Ellen DeGeneres 
complained that Hillary Clinton was the victim of an 
“unprecedented” FBI investigation while being “this close” to the 
election.  
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